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Abstract 
 
The Guidance and Control Software (GCS) project was the 
last in a series of software reliability studies conducted at 
Langley Research Center between 1977 and 1994.  The technical 
results of the GCS project were recorded after the experiment 
was completed.  Some of the support documentation produced as 
part of the experiment, however, is serving an unexpected role 
far beyond its original project context. Some of the software used 
as part of the GCS project was developed to conform to the 
RTCA/DO-178B software standard, "Software Considerations in 
Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification," used in the civil 
aviation industry.  That standard requires extensive 
documentation throughout the software development life cycle, 
including plans, software requirements, design and source code, 
verification cases and results, and configuration management 
and quality control data.  The project documentation that 
includes this information is open for public scrutiny without the 
legal or safety implications associated with comparable data 
from an avionics manufacturer.  This public availability has 
afforded an opportunity to use the GCS project documents for 
DO-178B training.  This report provides a brief overview of the 
GCS project, describes the 4-volume set of documents and the 
role they are playing in training, and includes configuration 
management and quality assurance documents from the GCS 
project. 
 
1  Introduction and Background on Software Error Studies 
As the pervasiveness of computer systems has increased, so has the desire and obligation to 
establish the reliability of these systems.  Reliability estimation and prediction are standard 
activities in many engineering projects.  For the software aspects of computer systems, however, 
reliability estimation and prediction have been topics of dispute, especially for safety-critical 
systems.  A primary challenge is how to accurately model the failure behavior of software such 
that numerical estimates of reliability have sufficient credibility for systems where the probability 
of failure needs to be quite small, such as in commercial avionics systems (ref. 1).  A second 
challenge is how to gather sufficient data to make such estimates.  Software reliability models are 
not used in the civil aviation industry, for example,  because “currently available methods do not 
provide results in which confidence can be placed to the level required for this purpose.” (ref. 2) 
In an effort to develop methods to credibly assess the reliability of software for safety-critical 
avionics applications, Langley Research Center initiated a Software Error Studies program in 
1977  (ref. 3).  A major focus of those studies was on generating significant quantities of software 
failure data through controlled experimentation to better understand software failure processes. 
The intent of the Software Error Studies program was to incrementally increase complexity and 
realism in a series of experiments so that the final study would have statistically valid results, 
representative of actual software development processes.   
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The Software Error Studies program started with initial investigations by the Aerospace 
Corporation to define software reliability measures and data collection requirements (ref. 4-6).  
Next, Boeing Computer Services (BCS) and the Research Triangle Institute (RTI) conducted 
several simple software experiments with aerospace applications including missile tracking, 
launch interception, spline function interpolation, Earth satellite calculation, and pitch axis 
control (refs. 7-11). The experiment design used in these studies generally involved a number of 
programmers (denoted n) who independently generated computer code from a given specification 
of the problem to produce n versions of a program. In these experiments, no particular software 
development standards or life-cycle models were followed. Because the problems were relatively 
small and simple, the versions were compared to a known error-free version of the program to 
obtain information on software errors. 
Although the initial experiments were small and simplistic compared with real-world avionics 
development, they yielded some interesting results that have influenced software reliability 
modeling. The BCS and RTI studies showed widely varying error rates for faults. This finding 
refuted a common assumption in early software reliability growth models that faults produced 
errors at equal rates. These studies also provided evidence of fault interaction where one fault 
could mask potentially erroneous behavior from another fault, or where two or more faults 
together cause errors when alone they would not. (ref. 12)  Additional investigations with n-
version programs (ref. 13) found that points in the input space that cause an error can cluster and 
form “error crystals”. Extrapolating this finding to aerospace applications, where input signals 
tend to be continuous in nature, the error crystals may manifest themselves as clusters of 
successive faults that could have unintended consequences. (ref. 14)   
The last project in the Software Error Studies program was the Guidance and Control Software 
(GCS) project. It built on the previous experiments in two ways: (1) by requiring that the software 
specimens for the experiment be developed in compliance with current software development 
standards, and (2) by increasing the complexity of the application problem (ref. 15).  At the time 
of the GCS project, the RTCA/DO-178B guidelines, "Software Considerations in Airborne 
Systems and Equipment Certification," (ref. 2) were the primary standard sanctioned by the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for developing software to be approved for use in 
commercial aircraft equipment (ref. 16).  The DO-178B document describes objectives and 
design considerations to be used for the development of software as well as verification, 
configuration management, and quality assurance activities to be performed throughout the 
development process.  The DO-178B guidelines were selected as the software development 
standard to be used for the GCS specimens. 
The software application selected for the GCS project, as the title indicates, is a guidance and 
control function for controlling the terminal descent trajectory of a planetary lander vehicle.  This 
terminal descent trajectory is the same fundamental trajectory referred to as the “seven minutes of 
terror” in the entry, descent, and landing phase of a planetary mission, such as the recent Phoenix 
Mars Lander (ref. 17).  For the GCS project, the software requirements were reverse engineered 
from a simulation program used to study the probability of success of the original NASA Viking 
Lander mission to Mars in the 1970s (ref. 18).  It is important to emphasize that the software 
requirements documented for the GCS project, while realistic, are not the actual software 
requirements used for NASA’s Viking Lander or any other planetary landers. 
For the GCS experiment, two1 teams of software engineers were each tasked to independently 
design, code, and verify a GCS program, following the software development guidance in DO-
178B, as closely as possible.  In addition to those teams, another GCS version was produced, 
                                                     
1 The original plan for the GCS project called for three independent teams.  Due to funding constraints, 
only two teams were able to complete the project. 
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without the constraint of compliance with DO-178B, to aid development and verification of the 
requirements and simulation environment.  Once all versions were complete, data on residual 
errors was supposed to be collected by running all the versions simultaneously in a simulation 
environment, and using any discrepancies among the results of the versions as possible 
indications of errors. 
Results of the operational simulations and data collection are described in (ref. 15).  The 
purpose of this report is not to repeat those results, but to disseminate some of the project 
documentation that has an unanticipated utility beyond its original project context. The project 
documentation of interest is the documentation developed by the teams required to comply with 
the DO-178B standard.  That standard requires extensive records of all of the software 
development life cycle activities.  For the GCS project, those records included 18 documents 
consisting of life cycle plans, development products including requirements and source code, 
verification cases and results, and configuration management and quality control data.  
Comparable data from a commercial avionics system would not be available for public review 
because of proprietary and other legal considerations.  The GCS project documentation is not 
subject to those considerations because it is not data from an actual operational, or even 
prototype, system.  But, the data has sufficient realism to provide a window into the types of 
activities and data involved in the production of DO-178 compliant software, which makes the 
GCS documentation desirable from a training perspective. 
The remainder of this report provides a brief overview of aspects of the GCS project relevant 
to using the documentation for training.  This information includes a description of the GCS 
application, a synopsis of the software development processes used to follow the DO-178B 
guidance, and the data that was generated as a result.  Because the complete set of compliance 
documents is large, the documents have been divided into four sets (planning, development, 
verification, and configuration management and quality assurance process documents) contained 
in separate volumes of this report.  Volume 4 includes in Appendices A-F all of the GCS 
documents generated as part of the software quality assurance and configuration management 
activities, as well as an accomplishment summary. 
2  Guidance and Control Software Application 
The requirements for the GCS application focus on two primary functions:  (1) to provide 
guidance and engine control of the lander vehicle during its terminal phase of descent onto the 
planet's surface, and (2) to communicate sensory information to an orbiting platform about the 
vehicle and its descent.  Figure 1 shows a sketch of the lander vehicle, taken from (ref. 18), noting 
the location of the terminal descent propulsion systems. 
The guidance package for the lander vehicle contains sensors that obtain information about the 
vehicle state and environment, a guidance and control computer, and actuators providing the 
thrust necessary for maintaining a safe descent.  The vehicle has three accelerometers (one for 
each body axis), one Doppler radar with four beams, one altimeter radar, two temperature 
sensors, three strapped-down gyroscopes, three opposed pairs of roll engines, three axial thrust 
engines, one parachute release actuator, and a touch down sensor.  The vehicle has a hexagonal, 
box-like shape; three legs and a surface sensing rod protrude from its undersurface. 
In general, the requirements for the planetary lander only concern the final descent to the 
surface. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the phases of the terminal descent trajectory. 
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Figure 1.  Lander with Terminal Descent Propulsion Systems 
 
 
Figure 2.  A Typical Terminal Descent Trajectory 
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After the lander has dropped from orbit, the software controls the engines of the vehicle to the 
surface of a planet.  The initialization of the GCS starts the sensing of vehicle altitude.  When a 
predefined engine ignition altitude is sensed by the altimeter radar, the GCS begins guidance and 
control of the lander.  The axial and roll engines are ignited; while the axial engines are warming 
up, the parachute remains connected to the vehicle.  During this engine warm-up phase, the 
aerodynamics of the parachute dictate the vehicle’s trajectory.  Vehicle attitude is maintained by 
firing the engines in a throttled-down condition.  Once the main engines become hot, the 
parachute is released and the GCS performs an attitude correction maneuver and then follows a 
controlled acceleration descent until a predetermined velocity-altitude contour is crossed.  The 
GCS then attempts to maintain the descent of the lander along this predetermined velocity-
altitude contour.  The lander descends along this contour until a predefined engine shut off 
altitude is reached or touchdown is sensed.  After all engines are shut off, the lander free-falls to 
the surface. 
The software requirements for this guidance and control application are contained in a 
document called the Guidance and Control Development Specification (in Volume 2).  As 
mentioned earlier, the initial requirements for this application were reverse engineered from a 
simulation program used to study the probability of success of the original NASA Viking Lander 
mission to Mars. Prior to use in the experiment, the requirements were revised to make them 
suitable for use in an n-version software experiment.  Each of the GCS programs for the 
experiment were developed from the same requirements document. 
3  Software Life Cycle Processes and Documentation 
Having some of the project teams adhere to the DO-178B guidelines as they created a software 
version for the experiment was a significant element of the GCS project, requiring the 
development and tracking of numerous software engineering artifacts not normally associated 
with a software engineering experiment.  The purpose of DO-178B is to provide guidelines for 
the production of software such that the completed implementation performs its intended function 
with a level of confidence in safety satisfactory for airworthiness. Along with the production of 
software is the generation of an extensive set of documents recording the production activities.    
DO-178B defines software development activities and objectives for the development life 
cycle of the software, and the evidence that is needed to show compliance. The life-cycle 
processes are divided into planning, development, and integral processes.  The planning process 
defines and coordinates the software development processes and the integral processes. The 
software development processes involve identification of software requirements, software design 
and coding, and integration; that is, the development processes directly result in the software 
product. Finally, the integral processes function throughout the software development processes 
to ensure integrity of the software products. The integral processes include software verification, 
configuration management, and quality assurance processes.  Section 11 of DO-178B describes 
data that should be produced as evidence of performing all of the life cycle process activities (see 
Table 1).   
For the GCS project, some of this data was common for all of the teams, and other data was 
intended to be specific to each team.  For example, each team worked with the same plans, 
standards, and requirements.  Then, each individual team was responsible for independently 
developing their own design, code, and corresponding verification data.  To distinguish the 
versions, each team was assigned a planetary name:  Mercury, Venus, and Pluto2.   
 
                                                     
2 At the time the GCS experiment was conducted, Pluto had not yet been relegated to non-planet status. 
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Table 1.  Life Cycle Data 
 
Planning Process 
Documents 
Development Process 
Documents 
Integral Process 
Documents 
• Plan for Software Aspects of 
Certification 
• Software Development Plan 
• Software Verification Plan  
• Software Configuration 
Management Plan 
• Software Quality Assurance 
Plan 
• Software Requirements 
Standards 
• Software Design Standards 
• Software Code Standards 
 
• Software Requirements Data 
• Design Description 
• Source Code 
• Executable Object Code 
 
• Software Verification Cases and 
Procedures 
• Software Verification Results 
• Software Life Cycle Environment 
Configuration Index 
• Software Configuration Index 
• Problem Reports 
• Software Configuration 
Management Records 
• Software Quality Assurance 
Records 
• Software Accomplishment 
Summary 
 
 
The DO-178B data associated with the development of the Pluto version of the GCS was 
selected for publication.  Most of the GCS documents correspond directly with the life cycle data 
listed in Table 1.  All together, the documentation includes over 1000 pages.  So, for 
dissemination purposes, the Pluto data was divided into the following 4 subsets: 
Volume 1:  Planning Documents 
• Plan for Software Aspects of Certification of the Guidance and Control Software Project  
• Software Configuration Management Plan for the Guidance and Control Software Project 
• Software Quality Assurance Plan for the Guidance and Control Software Project  
• Software Verification Plan for the Guidance and Control Software Project  
• Software Development Standards for the Guidance and Control Software Project  
 
Volume 2:  Development Documents 
• Guidance and Control Software Development Specification  
• Design Description for the Pluto Implementation of the Guidance and Control Software  
• Source Code for the Pluto Implementation of the Guidance and Control Software 
 
Volume 3:  Verification Documents 
• Software Verification Cases and Procedures for the Guidance and Control Software Project  
• Software Verification Results for the Pluto Implementation of GCS  
• Review Records for the Pluto Implementation of the Guidance and Control Software 
• Test Results Logs for the Pluto Implementation of the Guidance and Control Software  
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Volume 4:  Other Integral Processes Documents 
• Software Accomplishment Summary for the Guidance and Control Software Project  
• Software Configuration Index for the Guidance and Control Software Project  
• Problem Reports for the Pluto Implementation of the Guidance and Control Software  
• Support Documentation Change Reports for the Guidance and Control Software Project  
• Configuration Management Records for the Guidance and Control Software Project  
• Software Quality Assurance Records for the Guidance and Control Software Project  
 
Appendices A thru F in this volume contain all of the original configuration management and 
quality assurance documents, except for planning, for the GCS Project.  The Software 
Accomplishment Summary for the Guidance and Control Software Project, in Appendix A, 
provides a summary of how the project complied with the Plan for Software Aspects of 
Certification.  Appendix B contains the Software Configuration Index for the Guidance and 
Control Software Project that lists all of the project’s data items under configuration control and 
also identifies the configuration of the software life cycle environment.  Records of configuration 
management and quality assurance are provided in Appendix C (Configuration Management 
Records for the Guidance and Control Software Project) and Appendix D (Software Quality 
Assurance Records for the Guidance and Control Software Project).  Finally, Appendix E 
contains all of the problem reports for the development artifacts (requirements, design, and source 
code); and Appendix F contains all of the change reports for the project’s support documentation. 
The content of the documents in the appendices has not been altered from the original versions 
produced during the project.     
4  Role in Training 
At the time of the GCS project, there was no publicly available information, such as templates, 
or examples, or training courses, to help a novice developer generate the type of evidence that a 
certificating authority would expect to see to demonstrate compliance with DO-178B.  As 
mentioned earlier, compliance data from a real avionics system is not typically available for 
public review because of various legal and safety considerations. For example, an avionics 
manufacturer would likely consider the design and implementation of a system to be proprietary.  
Those considerations do not apply to the data from the GCS project, because neither the 
requirements nor the software versions represent an actual system with safety, liability, or other 
considerations.   
In addition to the availability of data, the GCS requirements and DO-178B compliance data 
are sufficiently realistic to serve as an example of a DO-178B project:  one that is small enough in 
scale to be studied in a training course.  The GCS documentation provides a window into the 
activities and data produced throughout the development life cycle to comply with DO-178B.  
Because the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) was aware of the GCS project, they 
recognized the potential value of the documentation for training.  The FAA has designed software 
training to include a case study portion that addresses avionics software issues that arise from the 
application of the DO-178B guidelines.  The case study gives students the opportunity to use 
auditing techniques to identify flaws in lifecycle data.  Because the GCS data was produced by 
novices, there are plenty of flaws to find.   
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5  Summary 
From 1977-1994, NASA Langley Research Center conducted a Software Error Studies 
program that generated data that provided insights into the software failure process and into 
conducting software engineering experiments as well.  The GCS project was the final experiment 
in that program.  A unique feature of the GCS project was the requirement for some of the 
software specimens used in the experiment to conform to the RTCA/DO-178B software standard, 
"Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification," used in the civil 
aviation industry.  The project documentation produced to meet that requirement has had the 
unanticipated benefit of serving as case study material in software certification training long after 
the conclusion of the original experiment.  Volume 4 of this report contains all of the 
configuration management and quality assurance documents from the GCS project.  Other 
volumes of this report contain the rest of the GCS compliance data including planning, 
development, and verification. 
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Appendix A:  Appendix A:  Software Accomplishment Summary for the 
Guidance and Control Software Project 
 
Author:  Kelly J. Hayhurst, NASA Langley Research Center 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This document was produced as part of Guidance and Control Software (GCS) Project conducted at 
NASA Langley Research Center.  Although some of the requirements for the Guidance and Control 
Software application were derived from the NASA Viking Mission to Mars, this document does not 
contain data from an actual NASA mission. 
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A.1  Introduction 
The Guidance and Control Software (GCS) project is a research effort to investigate the faults 
that occur in the development and operation of software, especially software applications that 
conform to the Requirements and Technical Concepts for Aviation RTCA/DO-178B guidelines, 
"Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification."  To this extent, this 
project involved the production of two separate implementations of the GCS for the purpose of 
(1) collecting data on the faults that occur during the software development process, (2) collecting 
data on faults that occur in operational guidance and control software, and (3) making 
observations on the effectiveness of a development process that complies with the DO-178B 
guidelines.   
The GCS project was started originally in 1985 at the Research Triangle Institute (RTI) (ref. 
A.1) with the development of the specification document for the guidance and control software 
application.  The development of each of the two implementations described in this document 
started from a common specification of the requirements for the GCS (referred to as the GCS 
specification) and proceeded independently through the development of the design and code.  
Each GCS implementation was designed to run in conjunction with a software simulator that 
provides input to the implementation based on an expected usage distribution in the operational 
environment, provides response modeling for the guidance and control application, and receives 
data from the implementation.  The GCS simulator is designed to allow an experimenter to run 
one or more implementations in a multitasking environment and collect data on the comparison of 
the results from multiple implementations.  Certain constraints were incorporated in the GCS 
specification and project standards (especially standards regarding communication protocol) due 
to the nature of the GCS project. 
As stated in section 11.20 of DO-178B, the Software Accomplishment Summary is the primary 
data item used to show the certification authority compliance with the project’s Plan for Software 
Aspects of Certification.  To this extent, this document contains an overview of the results of the 
GCS project, including: 
*   an overview of the guidance and control application, 
*   a statement of certification considerations, 
*   a description of the characteristics of the final software products and the life cycle used to 
generate that product, 
*   identification of the software configuration, 
*   change history for the software products, 
*   software status, and 
*   compliance statement. 
In general, this document presents an overview of activities involved in developing the two 
GCS implementations, especially noting any deviations from the project plans delineated in the 
Plan for Software Aspects of Certification.  Summaries of the life cycle processes and data are 
presented along with the identification of the final software products.  The following section 
gives a general overview of the GCS project.    
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A.2  Overview of the Software Application 
According to DO-178B, the software requirements process uses the system requirements and 
system architecture to develop the high-level requirements for the desired software (ref. A.2).  
For the GCS project, however, there is no real system to be developed for use in a commercial 
aircraft system nor documentation of real system requirements.  The GCS implementations will 
be executed only in a simulated operational environment to collect data for the research effort.   
As stated above, the GCS project started with the definition of software requirements for a 
specific component of a guidance and control system.  The definition of the software 
requirements focused on two primary needs for the software:  (a) to provide guidance and engine 
control of a lander vehicle during its terminal phase of descent onto the planet's surface and (b) to 
communicate sensory information to an orbiting platform about the vehicle and its descent.   
In general, the GCS is designed to control a planetary lander during its final descent to the 
planet’s surface.  After the lander has dropped from orbit, the software will control the engines of 
the vehicle to the surface of a planet.  The initialization of the GCS starts the sensing of vehicle 
altitude while the vehicle is in free-fall with its parachute attached. The aerodynamics of the 
parachute dictate the trajectory followed by the vehicle.  When a predefined engine ignition 
altitude is sensed by the altimeter radar, the GCS begins guidance and control of the lander by 
igniting the axial and roll engines.  While the axial engines are warming up, the parachute 
remains connected to the vehicle.  Vehicle attitude is maintained by firing the engines in a 
throttled-down condition.  Once the main engines become hot, the parachute is released and the 
GCS performs an attitude correction maneuver and then follows a controlled acceleration descent 
until a predetermined velocity-altitude contour is crossed.  The GCS then attempts to maintain the 
descent of the lander along this predetermined velocity-altitude contour.  The lander descends 
along this contour until a predefined engine shut off altitude is reached or touchdown is sensed.  
After all engines are shut off, the lander free-falls to the surface.  Figure A.1 shows the terminal 
descent phase of the lander.  
The lander vehicle to be controlled includes a guidance package containing sensors which 
obtain information about the vehicle state, a guidance and control computer, and actuators 
providing the thrust necessary for maintaining a safe descent.  The vehicle has three 
accelerometers (one for each body axis), one Doppler radar with four beams, one altimeter radar, 
two temperature sensors, three strapped-down gyroscopes, three opposed pairs of roll engines, 
three axial thrust engines, one parachute release actuator, and a touch down sensor.  The vehicle 
has a hexagonal, box-like shape with three legs as shown in Figure A.2 and a surface sensing rod 
protruding from its undersurface. 
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Figure A.1.  A Typical Terminal Descent Trajectory 
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Figure A.2.  Lander Vehicle 
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The software functions described above, as implemented in both GCS implementations, are 
the same as those described in the Plan for Software Aspects of Certification.  The development 
of the two GCS implementations started with the release of version 2.2 of the GCS specification.  
During the course of the development effort described in the Plan for Software Aspects of 
Certification, there were thirty-seven modifications made to the GCS specification.  Each of the 
modifications were accomplished through the Support Documentation Change Reporting (SDCR) 
procedures described in the Configuration Management Plan.  Table A.1 gives a summary of 
each of the SDCRs for the GCS specification.   
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Table A.1.  Changes to the GCS Specification 
 
SDCR 
# 
Date 
Approve
d 
Description of Change Module Affected Related Change 
Reports 
2.2-1 12/30/92 Clarify initialization of PE_INTEGRAL, 
YE_INTEGRAL and TE_INTEGRAL 
AECLP  
2.2-2 12/30/92 Clarify initialization of THETA RECLP  
2.2-3 12/30/92 Clarify rounding of AE_CMD AECLP  
2.2-4 2/8/93 Remove unnecessary text in Table 5.10 GP  
2.2-5 2/24/93 Add FRAME_COUNTER to list of input 
variables 
ARSP  
2.2-6 3/10/93 Correct the data type of elements in the data 
dictionary 
Data Dictionary  
2.2-7 3/10/93 Correct references to scalar and array variables AECLP  
2.2-8 3/10/93 Correct the listing of variables as control law 
parameters 
GP  
2.2-9 5/20/93 Add the definition of the term “data store” Introduction  
2.2-10 5/27/93 Add new structured analysis charts and 
corresponding explanation 
Level 0, Level 1 
Specifications 
 
2.2-11 6/2/93 Add new structured analysis charts at Level 2 
and corresponding changes 
Level 2 Specification  
2.2-12 6/2/93 Change all references to new structured analysis 
charts (many labeling/numbering changes) 
FOREWORD, Table of 
Contents, Lists of 
Figures and Tables, 
Introduction, Level 3 
Specification 
 
2.2-13 6/2/93 Change title to reflect numbering of new charts 
and correct list of inputs 
AECLP  
2.2-14 6/2/93 Change title to reflect numbering of new charts 
and correct list of inputs 
GSP  
2.2-15 6/2/93 Change title to reflect numbering of new charts 
and correct list of inputs 
RECLP  
2.2-16 6/2/93 Change title to reflect numbering of new charts 
and correct list of inputs 
TDLRSP  
2.2-17 6/2/93 Change title to reflect numbering of new charts 
and correct list of inputs 
TSP  
2.2-18 6/3/93 Change title to reflect numbering of new charts ARSP, ASP, CRCP, 
TDSP 
 
2.2-19 6/3/93 Add reference to Teamwork documentation Bibliography  
2.2-20 6/3/93 Change title to reflect new charts, delete 
unnecessary text 
GP  
2.2-21 6/4/93 Change title to reflect new charts and correct list 
of inputs 
CP  
2.2--22 6/4/93 Update description of structured analysis charts Appendix A  
2.2-23 6/4/93 Miscellaneous corrections to data element 
descriptions 
Data Dictionary  
2.2-24 6/7/93 Miscellaneous corrections to the data store 
descriptions 
Data Dictionary  
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Table A.1 (cont.).  Changes to the GCS Specification 
 
SDCR 
# 
Date 
Approve
d 
Description of Change Module Affected Related Change 
Reports 
2.2-25 6/7/93 Miscellaneous corrections to the descriptions of 
the control variables, data conditions, and 
initialization data 
Data Dictionary  
2.2-26 6/7/93 Clarify requirements for error handling when 
checking for upper and lower bound exceeded 
Introduction  
2.2-27 1/13/94 Clarify Runge-Kutte Method for the 
simultaneous equations 
Appendix C - Numerical 
Integration Instructions 
 
2.2-28 2/15/94 Clarify requirements for error handling when 
checking for upper and lower bounds exceeded 
Introduction  
2.2-29 3/15/94 Minor clarifications (defined acronyms, added 
table heading, etc.) 
All 
** This created version 
2.3 ** 
 
2.3-1 5/13/94 Minor clarifications and revisions   Title Page and 
Introduction 
 
2.3-2 5/19/94 Change scheduling of the functional units and 
termination condition 
Introduction, ARSP, 
TDLRSP, CP 
Mercury PR# 14 
2.3-3 6/9/94 Minor corrections and clarifications Introduction, AECLP, 
ARSP, TDLRSP, CP 
 
2.3-4 8/24/94 Add statement for precision of floating point 
calculations, change form of standard deviation 
equation, correct data element descriptions 
Introduction, ASP, Data 
Dictionary 
Requirements-
based Test Cases 
SDCR #4, 5, 6, 7 
 
2.3-5 9/23/94 Correct Figure 1.1, correct input tables for 
ARSP, ASP, GP, TDSP, correct several data 
store location descriptions, 
Introduction, ARSP, 
ASP, GP, GSP, RECLP, 
TDLRSP, TDSP, Data 
Dictionary 
Mercury PR #25 
2.3-6 12/21/94 Up date Preface, Bibliography, and clarify 
calculation of the checksum 
Table of Contents, List 
of Tables, CP, Preface, 
Bibliography 
Requirements-
based Test Cases 
SDCR #8, 11 
2.3-7 3/15/94 Clarify conditions for calculating mean and 
standard deviation, correct Table 5.9 and 5.10 to 
avoid square root of negative value 
ASP, GP Mercury PR# 30 
Requirements-
based Test Cases 
SDCR #24, 25, 26 
2.3-8  Format entire spec using Teamwork   
 
The following section concerns the certification aspects regarding this guidance and control 
application. 
A.3  Certification Considerations 
The two primary functions of the GCS are:  (1) to provide guidance and engine control of the 
lander vehicle during its terminal phase of descent onto the planet's surface and (2) to 
communicate sensory information to an orbiting platform about the vehicle and its descent.  
Although there is not a system safety assessment for the GCS project, it was assumed that the loss 
of either of these functions could cause or contribute to a catastrophic failure condition for the 
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vehicle.  Consequently, the guidance and control application as defined in the GCS specification 
was considered to be Level A software, requiring the highest level of effort to show compliance 
with the certification requirements.  Since the GCS is assumed to be Level A, (as opposed to a 
lower level requiring less effort to show compliance), no justification for this rating is provided.  
This is consistent with the statement of certification considerations given in the Plan for Software 
Aspects of Certification. 
A.4  Software Characteristics 
As stated previously, two separate implementations of the GCS, referred to as Mercury and 
Pluto, were developed for this project.  The size of the executable object code for each 
implementation is given in Table A.2.  Because each implementation was designed only to run in 
conjunction with a software simulator that is instrumented to collect data to support the research 
(as opposed to having resource restrictions due to being part of a larger system), there were no 
special timing or memory requirements specified for the software.  Further, it is difficult to 
differentiate the execution time of the implementation from the simulator running in a VAX/VMS 
environment.  Consequently, the timing and memory data given in Table A.2 is the average time 
and maximum memory used over a number of trajectories.  The average execution time was 
measured by taking the total time to run 100 trajectories and dividing by 100; and, the maximum 
working set size was measured by observing the largest working set used while running the 100 
trajectories.  
 
Table A.2.  Software Characteristics 
 
Software Characteristic Mercury Pluto 
Executable Object Code Size 32768 bytes 24768 bytes 
Average Execution Time per Trajectory 3.15 minutes 1.04 minutes 
Maximum Working Set size per 
Trajectory 
205312 bytes 198144 bytes 
 
 
A.5  Software Life Cycle Processes 
At a high level, the software life cycle processes for the GCS project consist of:  the software 
planning process, the software development processes, and the integral processes.  These 
processes, as described in the Plan for Software Aspects of Certification are given in Figure A.3. 
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Figure A.3.  Flow of Life Cycle Activities for the GCS Project 
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The life cycle processes described in the Plan for Software Aspects of Certification and shown 
in Figure A.3 were accomplished in accordance with the plan with the exceptions.  As previously 
stated, the requirements development process started with the revision of the GCS specification.  
The modification of the GCS specification was a significant effort and many changes were made 
following the release of version 2.2.  Similarly, there was a significant effort involved in the 
modification of the RTI generated designs to comply with the revised GCS specification.  Due to 
the difficulties in working with previously generated designs and the number of problems 
identified in the first design reviews, two complete design reviews were held for each GCS 
implementation (a preliminary and final design review).  In retrospect, the project would have 
progressed more quickly if the programmers were allowed to start their designs from scratch (as 
opposed to modifying an existing design).  The coding and integration processes proceeded as 
planned. 
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There were also a number of personnel changes during the course of the GCS project.  Most 
notably, there were changes to both the programmer and verification analyst roles.  Table A.3 
lists all the individuals involved in the various project roles for the Mercury and Pluto 
implementations. 
 
Table A.3.  GCS Project Participants and Their Roles 
 
Project Role Individuals Involved 
Project Lead Kelly Hayhurst 
Software Quality Assurance Kelly Hayhurst, George Finelli, Carlos Liceaga 
Configuration Manager Laura Smith 
Mercury Programmer Ming Lin, Andy Boney 
Mercury Verification Analyst Debbie Taylor 
Pluto Programmer Paul Carter, Rob Angellatta, Philip Morris 
Pluto Verification Analyst Rob Angellatta, Patrick Quach 
 
A.5.1  Life Cycle Data 
The life cycle data specified in the Plan for Software Aspects of Certification were also 
produced.  Table A.4 gives the list of that life cycle data.  Each of the bulleted items in Table A.4 
represents distinct documents that will be delivered to the certification authority at the conclusion 
of the project.  These documents will be available in paper form or can be made available in 
electronic form as needed. 
A.5.2  Relationship of Project Data 
As given in Table A.4, the planning documents document were used to set the course for the 
development and integral process activities.  The Software Development Standards document was 
designed to be a project handbook -- containing information about transition criteria for 
development activities, configuration management, problem reporting, and communication 
protocol in addition to the requirements, design and coding standards.  Table A.5 shows the 
relationship of the project data to each other and to their relevant life cycle processes. 
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Table A.4.  Life Cycle Data for the GCS Project 
 
Software Life Cycle Process Software Life Cycle Data 
Software Planning • Plan for Software Aspects of Certification including: 
Software Development Plan 
 • Software Development Standards including: 
Software Requirements Standards 
Software Design Standards 
Software Code Standards 
 • Software Configuration Management Plan 
 • Software Quality Assurance Plan 
 • Software Verification Plan 
Software Development  
Transitional Software Requirements • GCS Specification (Software Requirements Data) 
Transitional Software Design • Design Description for Mercury 
• Design Description for Pluto 
Software Coding • Source Code for Mercury 
• Source Code for Pluto 
Integration • Executable Object Code for Mercury 
• Executable Object Code for Pluto 
Integral  
Software Verification • Software Verification Cases and Procedures including: 
Requirements-based Test Cases 
 • Software Verification Results including: 
Structure-based Test Cases for Mercury 
Structure-based Test Cases for Pluto 
Configuration Management • Software Configuration Index including: 
Software Life Cycle Environment Configuration Index 
 • Software Configuration Management Records 
 • Problem Reports for Mercury 
• Problem Reports for Pluto 
• Support Documentation Change Reports 
Software Quality Assurance • Software Quality Assurance Records 
 • Software Accomplishment Summary 
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Table A.5.  Relationship of Life Cycle Data 
 
Inputs Life Cycle Process Outputs 
DO-178B Software Planning Plan for Software Aspects of Certification 
Software Development Standards 
Software Verification Plan 
Software Configuration Management Plan 
Software Quality Assurance Plan 
GCS specification (as delivered from RTI) Requirements GCS specification version 2.2 
GCS specification version 2.2 
Software Development Standards 
Design Descriptions (as delivered from RTI) 
Design* Design Description for Mercury 
Design Description for Pluto 
GCS specification 
Design Descriptions for Mercury and Pluto 
Software Development Standards 
Code* Source Code for Mercury 
Source Code for Pluto 
Source Code for Mercury and Pluto 
Software Verification Cases and Procedures 
(including Requirements-based and 
Structure-based Test Cases) 
Integration* Executable Object Code for Mercury 
Executable Object Code for Pluto 
DO-178B 
GCS specification 
Software Verification Plan 
Design Descriptions for Mercury and Pluto 
Source Code for Mercury and Pluto 
Verification Software Verification Cases and Procedures 
Software Verification Results for Mercury 
Software Verification Results for Pluto 
DO-178B 
Software Configuration Management Plan 
All life cycle data 
Configuration 
Management 
Software Configuration Index (including the 
Life Cycle Environment Index) 
Problem Reports for Mercury 
Problem Reports for Pluto 
Support Documentation Change Reports 
Configuration Management Records 
DO-178B 
Software Quality Assurance Plan 
All life cycle data 
Software Quality 
Assurance 
SQA Records 
*  Note that for these development processes, although the inputs and outputs for those processes 
have been grouped together in Table A.5, the actual development processes were carried out 
independently by the separate development teams for the Mercury and Pluto implementations. 
 
A.6  Additional Considerations 
Without system requirements, certain assumptions were made in the development of the 
software requirements.  Without system requirements, there also was no system safety assessment 
which is an important aspect of any development process that needs to comply with the DO-178B 
guidelines.  Lack of system requirements also impacts the extent to which the project will comply 
with the DO-178B guidelines because no traces were made from the software requirements back 
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to the system requirements and safety assessment.  These considerations are the same as those 
described in the Plan for Software Aspects of Certification. 
A.7  Software Identification 
The following tables contain the software configuration with respect to the current 
configuration identification and version number for the Mercury and Pluto implementations of the 
GCS.  This is the identification of the elements as they are to be delivered to the certification 
authority.  For each code component, the most recent version number and corresponding date 
when that component was placed under configuration control are given along with references to 
the problem reports to are related to the changes for that code component. 
 
Table A.6:  Mercury Source and Executable Object Code Components 
 
Source Code 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SOURCE_CODE.MERC
URY] 
Version 
# 
Date Related 
Problem 
Reports 
aeclp.for 3 12/14/94 25, 26 
asp.for 4 3/24/95 25, 26, 30 
cp.for 4 12/29/94 25, 26, 27 
excond.inc 3 12/14/94 25, 26 
gsp.for 3 12/14/94 25, 26 
param.inc 3 12/14/94 25, 26 
tdlrsp.for 3 12/14/94 25, 26 
tsp.for 3 12/14/94 25, 26 
arsp.for 3 12/14/94 25, 26 
common.inc 3 12/14/94 25, 26 
crcp.for 3 12/14/94 25, 26 
gp.for 5 3/24/95 25, 26, 28, 30 
mercury.for 3 12/14/94 25, 26 
reclp.for 3 12/14/94 25, 26 
tdsp.for 3 12/14/94 25, 26 
Executable Object Code 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.EXEC_OBJ_CODE.MERCUR
Y] 
   
mercury.exe 1 3/6/95  
build_mercury.com 1 3/6/95  
 
Although there were a total 6 problem reports issued for the Mercury source code(PRs # 25 - 
30), PR #29 did not result in any change to the source code.  For the Pluto implementation, a total 
of 6 problem reports were also issued (PRs #23 - 28), each resulting in some change to the source 
code. 
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Table A.7:  Pluto Source and Executable Object Code Components 
 
Source Code 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SOURCE_CODE.PLUTO
] 
Version 
# 
Date Related 
Problem 
Reports 
aeclp.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
asp.for 5 4/6/95 23, 24, 27, 28 
constants.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
crcp.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
gp.for 5 4/6/95 23, 24, 27, 28 
gsp.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
pluto.for 5 4/6/95 23, 24, 26, 28 
run_parameters.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
spsf.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
tdsp.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
utility.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
arsp.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
clpsf.for 5 4/6/95 23, 24, 26, 28 
cp.for 5 4/6/95 23, 24, 25, 28 
external.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
gpsf.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
guidance_state.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
reclp.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
sensor_output.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
tdlrsp.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
tsp.for 4 4/6/95 23, 24, 28 
Executable Object Code 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.EXEC_OBJ_CODE.PLUTO] 
   
pluto.exe 1 6/1/95  
p_build.com 1 6/1/95  
 
A.8  Change History 
Problem Reporting for the GCS project was divided into 2 distinct areas:  reports for software 
products and reports for support documentation.  The life cycle data items contained in each of 
these categories are listed in Table A.8 and A.9.  The life cycle data in the development products 
and support documentation categories are all under CC1.  A unique problem and change reporting 
system was established for each category.  Two different reporting systems were used because, 
from an experiment perspective, we wanted to collect additional information about the errors in 
the development products than was required by DO-178B.  In general, information on changes 
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made to the support documentation was not a focus of the experiment.  Further information about 
the problem reporting procedures and forms can be found in the Software Development Standards 
and the Software Configuration Management Plan. 
 
Table A.8. Development Products 
 
Design Description  
Source Code 
Executable Object Code 
 
 
Table A.9. Support Documentation 
 
Plan for Software Aspects of Certification  
Software Development Plan 
Software Requirements Standards 
Software Design Standards 
Software Code Standards 
Software Accomplishment Summary 
Software Verification Plan  
Software Verification Cases and Procedures 
Software Quality Assurance Plan 
Software Configuration Management Plan 
Software Life Cycle Environment Configuration Index  
Software Configuration Index  
Software Requirements Data 
 
A.8.1  Summary of Development Activities and Problem Reports 
The following tables contain brief summaries of the development activities and problem 
reports issued for the Mercury and Pluto implementations of GCS.  Tables A.10 and A.11 give 
the development and problem report summaries for the Mercury implementation and Tables A.12 
and A.13 give the summaries for the Pluto implementation.  For the problem report summaries, 
the following information is given in the tables: 
• the development product in which the problem was first identified (Design, Source Code, 
Executable Object Code) 
• specific code components affected by the change (including Introduction, High-level 
Diagrams, Functional Units, and Data Dictionary) 
  
 The functional units are:  
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 Axial Engine Control Law Processing (AECLP),  
 Altimeter Radar Sensor Processing (ARSP),  
 Accelerometer Sensor Processing (ASP),  
 Communications Processing (CP),  
 Chute Release Control Processing (CRCP),  
 Guidance Processing (GP),  
 Gyroscope Sensor Processing (GSP),  
 Roll Engine Control Law Processing (RECLP),  
 Touch Down Landing Radar Sensor Processing 
(TDLRSP),  
 Touch Down Sensor Processing (TDSP), and  
 Temperature Sensor Processing (TSP). 
  
• activity that enabled the discovery of the problem (Design Review, Code Review, 
Testing, Requirements change, or Other) 
• brief description of the problem (Missing, Unnecessary or Incorrect Functionality; 
Ambiguity in information, comments or syntax; Cosmetics including typographical and 
grammatical errors; and Noncompliance with standards) 
• related change reports 
 
Note that a number of specific problems were often addressed in a single problem report.  
Although combining multiple problems into one report makes description of the problems 
cumbersome, it was considered necessary to reduce the amount of paperwork involved in the 
change control process, especially when a large number of problems were identified in the early 
review sessions.  For further information on the problem descriptions, see the problem reports for 
each specific GCS implementation. 
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Table A.10.  Summary of Mercury Development Activities 
 
Development 
Phase 
Dates Product Verification Activities Related 
Problem Reports 
Design 11/93  - 
5/31/94 
Preliminary 
Design 
• Preliminary Design Review: 
Overview 12/2/93 
6 Review Sessions 12/7-10/93 
PRs #1 -13 
   • GCS specification mod SDCR 2.3-2 PR# 14 
 5/31/94 - 
8/30/94 
Design • Design Review: 
Overview 6/3/94 
2 Review Sessions:  6/29/94 
PRs #15 - 22 
   • GCS specification mod SDCR 2.3-4 PR# 23 
Code 8/30/94 - 
12/10/94 
Mercury 
Source Code 
• Programmer identified problems in 
design while developing code 
PR #24 
   • Code Review: 
Overview 10/4/94 
2 Review Sessions 10/19/94 
PRs #25 - 26 
Integration 12/10/94 - 
4/15/95 
Executable 
Object Code 
• GCS specification change SDCR 
#2.3-6 
PR #27 
   • Requirements-based Testing: 
Functional Unit Level 
Subframe Level 
Frame Level 
Trajectory Level 
 
PR #28 
   • Structure-based Testing PR #29 (determined 
to not be a problem) 
   • GCS specification mod SDCR #2.3-7 PR #30 
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Table A.11.  Summary of Problem Reports for Software Products for Mercury 
 
PR 
# 
Product Product Component Discovery Activity Description Related Reports 
1 Preliminary 
Design 
ASP Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity 
 
2 Preliminary 
Design 
GSP Design Review Missing functionality, Cosmetics  
3 Preliminary 
Design 
TSP Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity, Cosmetics 
 
4 Preliminary 
Design 
ARSP Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity, Cosmetics 
 
5 Preliminary 
Design 
TDLRSP Design Review Unnecessary and Incorrect functionality, Cosmetics  
6 Preliminary 
Design 
TDSP Design Review Unnecessary and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity 
 
7 Preliminary 
Design 
GP Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity 
 
8 Preliminary 
Design 
AECLP Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality  
9 Preliminary 
Design 
RECLP Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity 
 
10 Preliminary 
Design 
CP Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity 
 
11 Preliminary 
Design 
Data Dictionary Design Review Incorrect functionality, Ambiguity  
12 Preliminary 
Design 
ASP, ARSP, CP Design Review Cosmetics PRs # 1, 4, 10 
13 Design High-level Diagrams Design Review Incorrect functionality PRs # 1 - 12 
14 Design ARSP, TDLRSP, CP Requirements Change Update to GCS specification mod (scheduling) SDCR# 2.3-2 
15 Design High-level Diagrams Design Review Incorrect functionality, Ambiguity PR #13 
16 Design High-level Diagrams, 
Data Dictionary 
Design Review Missing and Incorrect  functionality  
17 Design ASP, GSP, TSP, ARSP, 
TDLRSP, TDSP 
Design Review Unnecessary and Incorrect functionality PRs #1, 2, 3, 4, 
16 
18 Design GP Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity, Cosmetics 
PR #7 
19 Design AECLP, RECLP Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality PRs #8, 9, 16 
20 Design CP Design Review Unnecessary and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity 
PR #10 
21 Design Complete Design Design Review Incorrect functionality (with respect to limit 
checks) 
 
22 Design Data Dictionary, 
Introduction 
Design Review Cosmetics  
23 Design ASP 
Data Dictionary 
Requirements Change Update to GCS specification mod (calculation of 
standard deviation & data dictionary entries) 
SDCR# 2.3-4 
24 Design Complete Design Generating code Incorrect functionality  
25 Design, Code Design & Code Code Review Incorrect functionality, Cosmetics SDCR# 2.3-5 
26 Code Code Code Review Unnecessary functionality, Cosmetics  
27 Design, Code CP Requirements Change Update to GCS specification mod SDCR# 2.3-6 
28 Design, Code GP Requirements-based 
testing (Functional unit 
level) 
Incorrect functionality PRs #7, 18 
29 Code RECLP Generating structure-
based test cases 
problem was suspected but found not to be a 
problem 
 
30 Design, Code ASP, GP Requirements Change Update to GCS specification mod (change in 
standard deviation and Tables 9 & 10) 
SDCR# 2.3-7 
SDCR# 2.3-4 
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Table A.12.  Summary of Pluto Development Activities 
 
Development 
Phase 
Dates Product Verification Activities Related 
Problem Reports 
Design 11/93  - 
6/29/94 
Preliminary 
Design 
• Preliminary Design Review: 
Overview 8/26/93 
9 Review Sessions 9/16/93 - 10/15/93 
PRs #1 -13 
   • GCS specification mod SDCR 2.3-2 PR# 14 
 6/29/94 - 
8/26/94 
Design • Design Review: 
2 Review Sessions:  7/13/94 
PRs #15 - 19 
Code 8/26/94 - 
12/5/94 
Pluto Source 
Code 
• GCS specification mod SDCR 2.3-4 PR# 20 
   • Code Review: 
Overview 10/26/94 
2 Review Sessions 11/16/94 
PRs #21 - 23 
Integration 12/5/94 - 
4/15/95 
Executable 
Object Code 
• Requirements-based Testing: 
Functional Unit Level 
Subframe Level 
Frame Level 
Trajectory Level 
 
Prs #24 & 25 
 
PR# 26 
PR# 27 
   • Structure-based Testing  
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Table A.13.  Summary of Problem Reports for Pluto 
 
PR 
# 
Product Affected Component Discovery Activity Description of the Problem Related 
Reports 
1 Preliminary 
Design 
Complete Design Design Review Noncompliance with standards (design did not  
balance) 
 
2 Preliminary 
Design 
High Level Diagrams Design Review Unnecessary functionality  
3 Preliminary 
Design 
TSP Design Review Unnecessary and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity 
 
4 Preliminary 
Design 
ARSP Design Review Missing and Unnecessary functionality, Ambiguity  
5 Preliminary 
Design 
ASP Design Review Ambiguity  
6 Preliminary 
Design 
GSP Design Review Incorrect functionality, Ambiguity  
7 Preliminary 
Design 
TDLRSP Design Review Missing, unnecessary, and incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity, and Cosmetics 
 
8 Preliminary 
Design 
TDSP Design Review Unnecessary and Incorrect functionality  
9 Preliminary 
Design 
RECLP Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity 
 
10 Preliminary 
Design 
AECLP Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity 
 
11 Preliminary 
Design 
CP Design Review Missing and Incorrect functionality,  Ambiguity, 
Noncompliance with standards 
 
12 Preliminary 
Design 
GP Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity 
 
13 Preliminary 
Design 
High Level Diagrams, Data 
Dictionary 
Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality,  
Ambiguity 
 
14 Design ARSP, TDLRSP Requirements change Update to GCS specification mod (scheduling) SDCR# 2.3-2 
15 Design ARSP, ASP, TDLRSP, 
TSP  
Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity 
 
16 Design RECLP, AECLP, CRCP, 
CP 
Design Review Unnecessary and Incorrect functionality,  
Ambiguity,  and Cosmetics 
 
17 Design High Level Diagrams, Data 
Dictionary 
Design Review Missing and Incorrect functionality, , 
Ambiguity,  Cosmetics 
 
18 Design GP Design Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality,  
Ambiguity 
PR #17 
19 Design Complete Design Design Review Incorrect functionality, Ambiguity  
20 Design High Level Diagrams, CP, 
Data Dictionary 
Requirements Change Update to GCS specification mod  SDCR# 2.3-4 
21 Design Introduction, High Level 
Diagrams, Data Dictionary 
Code Review Incorrect functionality, Cosmetics PR #20 
22 Design Complete Design Code Review Unnecessary and Incorrect functionality, 
Ambiguity, Cosmetics 
 
23 Code Complete Code Code Review Missing, Unnecessary, and Incorrect functionality, 
Cosmetics, Noncompliance with standards 
 
24 Code ARSP, GP, RECLP, 
TDLRSP, TSP 
Requirements-based 
Functional Unit Tests 
Incorrect functionality PR #23 
25 Code CP Requirements-based 
Functional Unit Tests 
Incorrect functionality  
26 Code Subframe & Frame Prep for Requirements-
based Subframe & Frame 
Tests 
Cosmetics  
27 Code ASP, GP Requirements-based 
Trajectory Tests 
Incorrect functionality (negative square root 
problem)   *** Initiated SDCR# 2.3-7 
SDCR# 2.3-7 
28 Code Complete Code Requirements-based 
Functional Unit Tests 
Compiling problem (code was incorrectly 
transferred from one machine to another) 
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A.9  Software Status 
No problem reports for the software products from either the Mercury or Pluto 
implementations are unresolved; that is, all problem reports have been completed and approved.  
In fact, as per the transition criteria for the development processes, all problem reports issued 
during a given development process had to be completed and approved before the next 
development process could begin.   
A.10  Compliance Statement 
The development of the two GCS implementations proceeded for the mostpart as directed in 
the GCS project planning documents and proceeded, to the best of our understanding, in 
compliance with the standards in DO-178B.  The two major deviations were in project personnel 
and schedule, with the changes in personnel having a substantial impact on the project schedule.  
The software development plan was executed as described in the Plan for Software Aspects of 
Certification.  No further modifications of the software development products are planned. 
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B.1  Introduction 
The Software Configuration Index (SCI) functions as a master list for the configuration of 
items under configuration control for the Guidance and Control Software (GCS) project. The 
Software Life Cycle Environment Configuration Index (SECI) identifies the configuration of the 
software life cycle environment. This document contains both the Software Configuration Index 
and the Software Life Cycle Environment Configuration Index as described in sections 11.16 and 
11.15 of DO-178B, respectively. 
The Software Configuration Index identifies the configuration of the software product.  The 
SCI should identify the following: 
• the software product; 
• executable object code; 
• each source code component; 
• software life cycle data; 
• archive and release media; 
• instructions for building the executable object code; 
• procedures used to recover the software for regeneration, testing, or modification; 
• reference to the Software Life Cycle Environment Configuration Index if packaged 
separately;  and  
• data integrity checks for the executable object code, if used. 
Configuration management for on-line files for GCS is aided by the DEC Code Management 
System (CMS) (ref. B.1).  For more information on how CMS is being used during this project, 
refer to the Software Configuration Management Plan.  A complete list of tools used in the GCS 
project can be found in the Software Life Cycle Environment section of this document. 
B.2  Software Product 
For the purpose of the GCS project, the software product refers to executable object code, each 
source code component, and the software life cycle data.  The following sections describe each 
component of the software product in further detail. 
B.2.1  Executable Object Code 
The executable object code will not be placed under configuration control until the integration 
phase of development is complete.  For all of the testing during the integration phase, the source 
code will be fetched from CMS and the executable object code will be generated as defined in the 
Software Verification Procedures.  Once all testing is complete, the executable object code will 
be generated using the appropriate build files for each implementation (see section “Instructions 
for Building Executable Object Code”) and placed in the designated CMS library (see Table B.3). 
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B.2.2  Source Code Components 
Two implementations (referred to as Mercury and Pluto) of the GCS are being developed 
independently for this project.  Table B.1 lists the source code components for Mercury and Table 
B.2 lists the source code components for Pluto.  Each implementation has its own CMS library 
which is located in the VMS directory DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SOURCE_CODE.planet] 
where planet refers to Mercury or Pluto.  The individual source code components are located in 
this library for each implementation.  
 
Table B.1:  Mercury Source Code Components 
 
Library:   
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SOURCE_CODE.MERCURY] 
aeclp.for arsp.for 
asp.for common.inc 
cp.for crcp.for 
excond.inc gp.for 
gsp.for mercury.for 
param.inc reclp.for 
tdlrsp.for tdsp.for 
tsp.for  
 
Table B.2: Pluto Source Code Components 
 
Library:   
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SOURCE_CODE.PLUTO] 
aeclp.for arsp.for 
asp.for clpsf.for 
constants.for cp.for 
crcp.for external.for 
gp.for gpsf.for 
gsp.for guidance_state.for 
pluto.for reclp.for 
run_parameters.for sensor_output.for 
spsf.for tdlrsp.for 
tdsp.for tsp.for 
utility.for  
 
B.2.3  Software Life Cycle Data 
For the GCS project, the general plan for configuration management is to use a set of software 
tools, already available at Langley, and some paper forms to identify, control, baseline, and 
archive all life cycle data associated with the development of the GCS implementations.  Table 
B.3 gives a list of the life cycle data for the GCS project as discussed in Section 11 of the DO-
178B guidelines plus additional life cycle data as required by the project.  This life cycle data 
consists of planning and support documents and the actual products from the software 
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development process (e.g., design description and source code).  Configuration management is 
responsible for maintaining all changes made to this life cycle data throughout the GCS project. 
 
Table B.3. Life Cycle Data for the GCS Project 
 
Software Life Cycle Data Configuration Item Storage Medium
(a)
 
Plan for Software Aspects of Certification 
Software Development Plan 
 
Plan for Software Aspects of 
Certification  
 
CERT_PLAN 
 
Software Verification Plan 
Verification Plan 
Software Requirements Traceability Data 
VER_PLAN 
TRACE_DATA 
Software Configuration Management Plan Configuration Management Plan CM_PLAN 
Software Quality Assurance Plan Software Quality Assurance Plan SQA_PLAN 
Software Requirements Standards 
Software Design Standards 
Software Code Standards 
 
Software Development Standards  
 
DEV_STAND 
Software Requirements Data GCS Specification SPEC 
 
Design Description 
Teamwork Model* 
Design Overview* 
 
DES_DESCRIP.planet 
Source Code Source Code* SOURCE_CODE.planet 
Executable Object Code Executable Object Code* EXEC_OBJ_CODE.planet 
 
Software Verification Cases and Procedures 
Verification Cases* 
Verification Procedures  
VER_CASES 
VER_PROC 
Software Verification Results Verification Results* VER_RESULTS.planet 
Software Life Cycle Environment 
Configuration Index;  
Software Configuration Index 
 
Configuration Index 
 
CONFIG_INDEX 
 
Problem Reports 
Problem and Action Reports* 
Support Document Change Reports 
Formal Modifications to the 
Specification(b) 
paper forms 
paper forms 
SPEC_MODS 
Software Configuration Management 
Records 
Configuration Management Records* paper forms 
Software Quality Assurance Records Software Quality Assurance Records* paper forms 
Software Accomplishment Summary Software Accomplishment Summary ACCOMP_SUM 
Simulator User's Guide Simulator User's Guide SIMULATOR.USER_GUID
E 
Simulator Source Code Simulator Source Code SIMULATOR.SOURCE_C
ODE 
(a) All CMS libraries are located in DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.xxx] where xxx is specified under storage medium. 
(b) Formal modifications 2.2-1 through 2.2-26 of the GCS Specification were not recorded in Support 
Documentation Change Reports (SDCR).  All remaining modifications to the GCS Specification will be 
recorded on an SDCR form. 
* These configuration items will be implementation specific, the labels should refer to the implementation as 
appropriate. 
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B.2.4  Archive and Release Media 
The items under configuration management using CMS for the GCS project are kept on-line 
on a DEC VAX cluster, running the VMS operating system.  The following describes the backups 
of this system to ensure the integrity of the data: 
• a full backup of all items located on the system will be performed once a week; 
• a duplicate copy will be made of each full backup tape and stored in a physically separate 
archive to minimize the risk of loss in the event of a disaster; 
• no unauthorized changes can be made to any of the backup tapes; 
• all tapes will be verified for regeneration errors (by using the backup/verify command); 
• incremental backups are run on a daily basis for a four week cycle to lessen the probability of 
losing any information. 
 
After a full backup has been performed, a duplicate copy of the tape will be made.  The 
duplicate tapes are verified when copied to ensure that accurate copies have been produced.  The 
components of the GCS project will be authorized for release to the certification authority after 
the integration testing has been completed.  All data will be archived for future references. 
Since Problem Reports and Support Documentation Change Reports are not kept 
electronically, they will be archived in a binder by the configuration manager.  Only PRs and 
SDCRs that have been approved and signed by the SQA representative will be archived.  There 
will be separate binders labeled "Problem Reports for Planet", for each implementation, and 
“Change Reports”.  The SDCRs are organized by configuration item.  See the section on 
"Configuration Status Accounting" in the Software Configuration Management Plan for more 
details on the binders. 
B.2.5  Instructions for Building the Executable Object Code 
The programmer for each implementation is responsible for the file that contains instructions 
for how all of the source code elements must be linked together in order to run the files.  The 
Mercury build file is mercury_compile.txt.  The Pluto build file is list_of_routines.txt.  Each build 
file is stored in their respective CMS libraries, 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SOURCE_CODE.planet].  A copy of each build file is given is 
Appendix B. 
B.2.6  Procedures Used to Recover the Software for Regeneration, Testing, or 
Modification 
When a configuration item is requested from the Configuration Manager, it is placed in a 
VMS directory.  However, not all of the project’s life cycle data is developed or modified on the 
VAX system.  For example, most of the planning and support documentation is developed using 
Microsoft Word on a Macintosh, and the implementations’ designs are developed using a tool 
called Teamwork that runs on a SUN workstation.  Some special instructions are needed to ensure 
that all project data can be regenerated and modified.  The following subsections describe the 
procedures for transferring files to/from a VMS directory to their native format. 
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B.2.6.1  Instructions for Text Documents 
Most of the planning documents are developed using Microsoft Word and these documents 
can be transferred to the VAX for configuration management using the FTP tool.  The document 
must be transferred to the appropriate directory on the VAX system called AIR19 (all project 
members will have a valid account on this system).  When transferring a Microsoft Word 
document using FTP, the options Image and MacBinary must be selected to ensure that the 
document can be regenerated as a Word document. 
B.2.6.2  Instructions for Teamwork Models 
As stated above, the Teamwork tool (running on a SUN workstation) is used to develop and 
modify the design description for each implementation.  Preparing a Teamwork model for 
configuration management involves extracting the model from the Teamwork database and 
properly transferring the resulting file to AIR19.  Teamwork models are either complete or 
incremental.  A complete model contains all of its own objects; that is, it is self-contained, hence 
the term complete.  An incremental model records only modifications made to objects stored in 
some other model; it is not self-contained.  All Teamwork models under configuration 
management for the GCS project will be complete models.  When archiving an incremental 
model, the incremental model as well as all referenced models must be archived as a unit in order 
to preserve the ability to reconstruct the incremental model. 
The second column of the Teamwork's "Model Processes Index" display indicates if a model is 
complete or incremental.  When preparing a Teamwork model for configuration management, 
first complete the model if necessary. 
Once the model is completed, the "dump_tsa" utility is invoked to extract the Teamwork 
model from the Teamwork database into a dump file.  A dump file is merely an operating system 
file in a specific format.  Once a dump file for the model has been created, the "dump" file should 
be transferred to AIR19.  The FTP utility provides a convenient means for transferring the dump 
file.  Note, the binary mode of FTP must be used in order to preserve the file integrity. 
After requesting the Teamwork model from configuration management for testing or 
modification, the FTP utility can be used to transfer the Teamwork model from AIR19 to the 
machine which has Teamwork loaded.  The binary mode of ftp should be invoked.  Once the file 
containing the Teamwork model resides on the machine, the "load_tsa" utility should be used to 
load the dump file into Teamwork. 
B.2.6.3  Instructions for Source Code and Test Cases 
The source code and test cases are created either on a VAX or on a SUN, depending on the 
participants workstation.  For those cases where source code or test cases are created on the SUN, 
the files are transferred to AIR19 (the development workstation) via the FTP utility for 
compilation, linking, executing, etc.  No special conversion instructions are necessary before 
storing the files in CMS. 
B.2.6.4  Native Format of Configuration Items 
Table B.4 shows the configuration items along with the format in which they are stored in the 
CMS libraries, if applicable.  Some of the configuration items are only kept in paper form; these 
will be archived and available for future references. 
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Table B.4:  Native Format of Configuration Items 
 
Configuration Items Format 
Plan for Software Aspects of Certification  Microsoft Word 
Verification Plan  Microsoft Word 
Software Requirements Traceability Data Microsoft Word 
Configuration Management Plan Microsoft Word 
Software Quality Assurance Plan Microsoft Word 
Software Development Standards  Microsoft Word 
GCS Specification Microsoft Word 
Teamwork Model Teamwork 
Design Overview Microsoft Word 
Source Code FORTRAN 
Executable Object Code VMS Executable Image 
Verification Cases models:  Mathematica 
test cases:  ASCII 
Verification Procedures  Microsoft Word 
Verification Results Microsoft Word 
Configuration Index Microsoft Word 
Problem and Action Reports paper 
Support Document Change Forms paper 
Formal Modifications to the Specification Microsoft Word 
Configuration Management Records paper 
Software Quality Assurance Records paper 
Software Accomplishment Summary Microsoft Word 
Simulator User's Guide Microsoft Word 
Simulator Source Code FORTRAN 
 
B.3  Software Life Cycle Environment Configuration Index 
The Software Life Cycle Environment Configuration Index (SECI) identifies the configuration 
of the software life cycle environment.  This index is written to aid reproduction of the hardware 
and software life cycle environment for software regeneration, reverification, or modification, and 
should identify the following: 
• the software life cycle environment hardware and its operating system software; 
• the software development tools, such as compilers, linkage editors and loaders, and data 
integrity tools; 
• the test environment used to verify the software product; and  
• qualified tools and their associated tool qualification data. 
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B.3.1  Software Life Cycle Environment Hardware and its Operating System 
Since the development of the GCS implementations is part of a research project, the 
development environment for the software is the same as the target environment of the 
implementations; that is, the GCS implementations will not be included in a "real" hardware 
system intended for space flight.  The environment for most of the software development of the 
GCS implementations is a microVAX 3800 computer system (referred to as AIR19).  However, 
the Teamwork software is located on a Sun 4/310C machine which runs SunOS 4.1.3 (referred to 
as “kontiki”).  Each of the project members has a personal computer available to him/her that 
may be used to connect to the other machines. 
Table B.5 lists the operating system software and other support and development tools (and 
the associated version number) used for the GCS project. 
 
Table B.5:  Support and Development Tools 
 
Software/Tools Version 
ACT V19921201 #08CTS 
CMS V3.4 
Mathematica 2.2 
Microsoft Word - IBM 3.0C 
Microsoft Word -Macintosh 5.1A or 6.0 
Prototype Source Code VENUS19 
Simulator GCS_SIM_2-17 
SunOS 4.1.3 
TCP/Connect V1.2 
Teamwork 4.1 
VAX FORTRAN(a) V5.5-98 
VAX-11 linker(b) V05-13 
VAX/VMS Operating System V5.5-2 
VAXnotes V2.0 
(a) the compiler         (b) includes the loader 
 
B.3.2  Software Development Tools 
A number of tools are used to aid in the development of the software product, especially with 
respect to the design description and source code.  The following sections describe the tools 
which were used for the software development of the GCS project. 
B.3.2.1  Teamwork 
For the GCS project, each programmer is required to use the Computer Aided Software 
Engineering (CASE) tool, Teamwork (ref. B.2), to develop their detailed design description.  
Teamwork, which is a product of Cadre Technologies, Inc., is a set of software engineering tools 
based on the structured methods of Hatley and DeMarco (ref. B.3).  The Teamwork tools can be 
used to create and edit functional specifications consisting of data flow diagrams, control flow 
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diagrams and event-driven constructs, process specifications, and data dictionary.  For the GCS 
project, each programmer had the opportunity to use either of the following Teamwork 
components to develop their design: 
 
SA/RT-- the baseline structured analysis tool with an extension that allows description of real-
time systems (ref. B.4), or 
SD -- a parallel tool that follows the Ward and Mellor approach to design (ref. B.5). 
Both programmers chose the SA/RT tool to implement their design.  The design description 
developed using Teamwork is required for the design and code reviews.  
B.3.2.2  FORTRAN 
Although there are a variety of programming languages available for use, requirements for this 
project preclude a programmer from using any language except FORTRAN for the purposes of 
this project. 
VAX FORTRAN (ref. B.6) is an implementation of full language FORTRAN-77 conforming 
to American National Standard FORTRAN.  It includes optional support for programs 
conforming to the previous standard.  VAX FORTRAN meets the Federal Information Processing 
Standard Publication requirements by conforming to the ANSI Standard. 
The VAX/VMS FORTRAN compiler creates object code which can then be linked into an 
executable image.  The shareable, reentrant compiler operates under the VAX/VMS Operating 
System.  It globally optimizes source programs while taking advantage of the floating point and 
character string instruction set and the VMS virtual memory system. 
The primary editor used on the VAX system to edit source code and test cases is the 
VAX/VMS default editor, VAX EDT (ref. B.7).  The other editor used for files on the VAX 
system is the VAX Text processing Utility (VAXTPU) (ref. B.8). 
B.3.3  Test Environment 
The following sections describe the tools which were used by the verification analysts to aid 
them in the verification of the implementations. 
B.3.3.1  Mathematica 
Mathematica (ref. B.9) is a general computer software system and language intended for 
mathematical modeling and calculations.  It supports numerical, symbolic, and graphical 
computation.  It can be used both as an interactive problem solving environment and as a modern 
high-level programming language.  Although Mathematica has numerous uses, for the GCS 
project it will be used only as: 
• a numerical and symbolic calculator, 
• a high-level programming language, and 
• a modeling and data analysis environment. 
 
To independently verify the correctness of sensor, position, and control calculations produced 
during testing, Mathematica will be used to model the computations of each functional unit and 
calculate the expected results.  For test cases which generate output that, according to DO-178B, 
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must be compared with independently calculated values, the verification analysts will develop a 
program that compares the test output with the expected values derived from Mathematica 
models.  This analysis program will generate a comparison file which can then be evaluated for 
problems. 
B.3.3.2  ACT 
The tool ACT, Analysis of Complexity Tool (ref. B.10), is based on McCabe's Cyclomatic 
Complexity Metric Method (ref. B.11).  ACT examines the structure of a source code module and 
produces a flow graph based on that structure and identifies all possible paths through the code.  
This tool will be used to aid in structural test case development and structural coverage analysis. 
B.3.3.3  Simulator 
The GCS simulator is an environment developed to allow researchers to study the behavior of 
software and to develop insight into the origin of software errors and the effects of these errors on 
software reliability.  The simulator generates input for one or more implementations of the 
guidance and control software and acts upon their output to model the behavior of a planetary 
lander during the terminal descent phase of landing.  It also provides access to and analysis of 
important data generated by the implementations so that potential software failures are detected 
and noted for the researcher to further investigate.  The simulator is composed of executable, 
input, and output files.  The files that compose the simulator are listed in Appendix A under the 
library [GCS.CMS.SIMULATOR.SOURCE_CODE]. 
B.3.3.4  Prototype Source Code 
A prototype implementation of the GCS was developed in conjunction with the GCS 
specification and simulator.  The prototype implementation was written in FORTRAN-77, but 
was not written in compliance with any particular software development standards. 
B.3.4  Configuration Management Tools 
For the purposes of the GCS project, DEC/CMS (Code Management System) will be used for 
the configuration management of all software product data.  CMS (ref. B.1) is a software library 
system that facilitates the development and maintenance of software systems.  Software systems 
are divided into different functional components that are, in turn, organized into sets of one or 
more files.  CMS helps manage the files during development, and later during maintenance, by 
storing the files in a project library, tracking changes, and monitoring access to the library.  CMS 
also supplies a means of manipulating different combinations of files within a library.  The ability 
to formalize these combinations provides a focus for system design and a means of organizing the 
files within a library.  Through the use of CMS, programmers will be able to recreate any version 
of their code at any stage during its development; any version of the support documentation can 
also be regenerated.  Appendix A lists each CMS library and its contents for all project data that 
is stored electronically.  
B.3.5  Other Tools 
A number of tools will be used by the GCS project participants to interact, distribute 
information electronically, and document activities throughout the project.  Although most of the 
communication on the GCS project is done informally through verbal communication or 
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electronic mail, a few tools will be used to document certain project communication, namely 
requests for configuration management services and problem and action reporting. 
B.3.5.1  VAX Notes 
VAX Notes (ref. B.12) is a computer conferencing software product designed to provide users 
with the capability of creating and accessing on-line conferences or meetings.  Computer 
conferencing is an electronic messaging technology which lets users conduct meetings with 
people in different geographic locations via computer so that participants can join in a discussion 
from their own desk at a time of their own choice. 
VAX Notes will be used in order to collect data for the purpose of the experiment (not for 
certification).  All questions about the GCS specification should be addressed to the system 
analyst.  It is especially important to capture the questions that the programmers ask the system 
analyst about the specification and the response from the system analyst.  All questions to the 
system analyst should be specific to the GCS specification as opposed to questions about 
implementation specific issues.  Additionally, the programmers and verification analysts should 
use VAX Notes when making requests for elements from the configuration manager. 
B.3.5.2  Problem Reporting 
Problem and Action Reports are used to document all information pertaining to problems 
identified in any of the development product (design, source code, or executable object code) and 
Support Documentation Change Reports are used to document modifications to all support 
documents.  Copies of these reports are shown in the Software Configuration Management Plan. 
B.3.5.3  File Transfer Protocol 
The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) transfers files between two host systems.  There are two 
ways in which FTP is used to retrieve a file from a remote host for the GCS project.  The first 
begins when the user initiates a connection to the remote host by entering the command “FTP 
host address”, where a systems is specified in place of “host address”.  This requires the user to 
know how to change to the required directory and also how to tell the host system the required 
action.  The second way to initiate FTP is by using the TCP/IP connection that is available on the 
Macintoshes; this connection uses a series of pull-down menus and command boxes.   
B.3.6  Qualified Tools 
Since the GCS project is a research effort with limited resources, the qualification of the tools 
used on this project was not attempted. 
B.4  CMS Libraries 
The following lists each CMS library (and its contents) as of 6/4/95.  In some libraries, there 
are groups and subgroups; these will be noted under the library column with the format of 
GROUP/SUBGROUP(/SUBGROUP) 
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CMS Library  Elements 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.ACCOMP_SUM]  
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.CERT_PLAN] cert_plan.txt 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.CM_PLAN] cm_plan.txt 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.CONFIG_INDEX]  
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.DES_DESCRIP.MERCURY] design.overview_intro 
 design.overview_labels 
 design.overview_preface 
 design.teamwork 
 gcs_design.ps 
 mercury_design. 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.DES_DESCRIP.PLUTO] design.overview 
 design.teamwork 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.DEV_STAND] dev_standards.txt 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.EXEC_OBJ_CODE.MERCUR
Y] 
build_mercury.com 
 mercury.exe 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.EXEC_OBJ_CODE.PLUTO] pluto.exe 
 p_build.com 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SIMULATOR.SOURCE_CODE
] 
accuracy.dat 
 accuracy.for_inc 
 accuracy_definitions.for_inc 
 alternate_accuracy.dat 
 alt_check_external.for 
 alt_check_guidance.for 
 alt_check_sensors.for 
 alt_compare_ae_cmd.for 
 alt_compare_real8.for 
 build_create_init_data.com 
 build_gcs_sim.com 
 build_gcs_sim_nocms.com 
 build_rendezvous.com 
 build_rendezvous_debug.com 
 calculate_values.for 
 check_cp.for 
 check_external.for 
 check_guidance.for 
 check_paramenters.for 
 check_sensors.for 
 check_stat.for 
 check_timing.for 
 cms_fetch.for 
 common_record.for_inc 
 common_switches.for_inc 
 compare_ae_cmd.for 
 compare_int2.for 
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CMS Library  Elements 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SIMULATOR.SOURCE_CODE] compare_int4.for 
 compare_log1.for 
 compare_mask.for_inc 
 compare_real8.for 
 complete_ast.for 
 crc.for 
 create_init_data.com 
 create_init_dat.for 
 create_init_data_a.com 
 create_init_data_b.com 
 doid_defs.for_inc 
 do_assigns.com 
 gcs_com.for_inc 
 gcs_int_cvt.for 
 gcs_list.dat 
 gcs_params.for_inc 
 gcs_rendezvous.mms 
 gcs_setup.for 
 gcs_setup.obj 
 gcs_sim.mms 
 gcs_sim_rendezvous.for 
 gcs_sim_rendezvous.obj 
 gcs_sim_switches.dat 
 gcs_sim_switches.for_inc 
 gcs_who_am_i.for 
 gcs_who_am_i.obj 
 generate_initial_random_seed.for 
 get_accuracy_data.for 
 get_data.for 
 get_init_data.for 
 get_switches.for 
 global_setup.for 
 initialize.for 
 initial_attitude.for 
 initial_contants.dat 
 initial_contants_1.dat 
 initial_contants_2.dat 
 initial_contants_3.dat 
 initial_contants_4.dat 
 initial_contants_5.dat 
 initial_contants_6.dat 
 initial_contants_7.dat 
 initial_contants_8.dat 
 initial_seed.dat 
 init_base_vals.for 
 init_timing.for 
 integrate.for 
 limits.dat 
 limits.for_inc 
 limit_check.for 
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CMS Library  Elements 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SIMULATOR.SOURCE_CODE] log_traj_status.for 
 log_values.for 
 loop_values.for 
 matrix_multiply.for 
 mms_rules.mms 
 mod_data.exe 
 mod_data.for 
 packet_definitions.for_inc 
 page_align.opt 
 passed_record.for_inc 
 pg_align_sim.opt 
 put_data.for 
 put_init_data.for 
 ramdom.for 
 random_value.for 
 release.for 
 report_in.for 
 response_model.for 
 rti_traj_sim.exe 
 runsimi.com 
 start_gcs_models.for 
 stop_jobs.for 
 table_lookup.for 
 tabular_data.dat 
 thrusters.for 
 traj_sim.exe 
 traj_sim.for 
 traj_sim_debug.exe 
 twos_comp.for 
 ufo_create.for 
 update.for 
 usage_distributions.dat 
 who_is_waiting.for 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SIMULATOR.USER_GUIDE]  
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SOURCE_CODE.MERCURY] aeclp.for 
 arsp.for 
 asp.for 
 common.inc 
 cp.for 
 crcp.for 
 excond.inc 
 gp.for 
 gsp.for 
 mercury.for 
 mercury_compile.txt 
 param.inc 
 reclp.for 
 tdlrsp.for 
 tdsp.for 
 tsp.for 
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CMS Library  Elements 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SOURCE_CODE.PLUTO] aeclp.for 
 arsp.for 
 asp.for 
 clpsf.for 
 constants.for 
 cp.for 
 crcp.for 
 external.for 
 gp.for 
 gpsf.for 
 gsp.for 
 guidance_state.for 
 list_of_routines.txt 
 pluto.for 
 reclp.for 
 run_parameters.for 
 sensor_output.for 
 spsf.for 
 tdlrsp.for 
 tdsp.for 
 tsp.for 
 utility.for 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SPEC] spec_2_1.txt 
 spec_2_2.txt 
 spec_2_3.txt 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SPEC_MODS] mod_2_2-1 --> 29.txt 
 fm_2_3-1 --> 7.txt 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SQA_PLAN] sqa_plan.doc 
 sqa_plan.ps 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.TRACE_DATA] reqtrdat.doc 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]  
  FRAME frame_001 --> 009.ex 
  frame_001 --> 009.tc 
  FUNCTIONAL/DRIVERS compare.for 
 compare_external.for 
 compare_guidance.for 
 compare_packet.for 
 compare_partial_external.for 
 compare_runparam.for 
 compare_sensor.for 
 ex_cp.for 
 m_clp_driver.com 
 m_gpsf_driver.com 
 m_lnkaeclp.com 
 m_lnkarsp.com 
 m_lnkasp.com 
 m_lnkclp.com 
 m_lnkcp.com 
 m_lnkcrcp.com 
 m_lnkframe.com 
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CMS Library  Elements 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]  
  FUNCTIONAL/DRIVERS m_lnkgp.com 
 m_lnkgpsf.com 
 m_lnkgsp.com 
 m_lnkreclp.com 
 m_lnksp.com 
 m_lnktdlrsp.com 
 m_lnktdsp.com 
 m_lnktsp.com 
 m_reclp_st.1 --> .3 
 m_run_reclp_st.01 --> .03 
 m_sp_driver.com 
 m_st_driver.com 
 m_tc_driver.com 
 m_test_aeclp.for 
 m_test_arsp.for 
 m_test_asp.for 
 m_test_clp.for 
 m_test_cp.for 
 m_test_crcp.for 
 m_test_frame.for 
 m_test_gp.for 
 m_test_gpsf.for 
 m_test_gsp.for 
 m_test_reclp.for 
 m_test_sp.for 
 m_test_tdlrsp.for 
 m_test_tdsp.for 
 m_test_tsp.for 
 p_buildall.com 
 p_clp_driver.com 
 p_compare_external.for 
 p_compare_guidance.for 
 p_compare_runpram.for 
 p_compare_sensor.for 
 p_ex_cp.for 
 p_fordrivers.com 
 p_frame_driver.com 
 p_gpsf_driver.com 
 p_lnkaeclp.com 
 p_lnkarsp.com 
 p_lnkasp.com 
 p_lnkclp.com 
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CMS Library  Elements 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]  
  FUNCTIONAL/DRIVERS p_lnkcp.com 
 p_lnkcrcp.com 
 p_lnkframe.com 
 p_lnkgp.com 
 p_lnkgpsf.com 
 p_lnkgsp.com 
 p_lnkreclp.com 
 p_lnksp.com 
 p_lnktdlrsp.com 
 p_lnktdsp.com 
 p_lnktsp.com 
 p_read_ex.for 
 p_read_tc.for 
 p_run_aeclp.com 
 p_run_arsp.com 
 p_run_asp.com 
 p_run_cp.com 
 p_run_crcp.com 
 p_run_gp.com 
 p_run_gsp.com 
 p_run_reclp.com 
 p_run_tdlrsp.com 
 p_run_tdsp.com 
 p_run_tsp.com 
 p_sp_driver.com 
 p_tc_driver.com 
 p_test_aeclp.for 
 p_test_arsp.for 
 p_test_asp.for 
 p_test_clp.for 
 p_test_cp.for 
 p_test_crcp.for 
 p_test_frame.for 
 p_test_gp.for 
 p_test_gpsf.for 
 p_test_gsp.for 
 p_test_reclp.for 
 p_test_sp.for 
 p_test_tdlrsp.for 
 p_test_tdsp.for 
 p_test_tsp.for 
 read_ex.for 
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CMS Library  Elements 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]  
  FUNCTIONAL/DRIVERS read_ex_integration.for 
 read_tc.for 
 run_aeclp.com 
 run_aeclp_pst.com 
  run_arsp.com 
  run_tsp.com 
 run_asp.com 
 run_asp_pst.com 
 run_clp.com 
 run_cp.com 
 run_crcp.com 
 run_gp.com 
 run_gpsf.com 
 run_gp_pst.com 
 run_gsp.com 
 run_reclp.com 
 exname_list.inc 
  FUNCTIONAL/MODELS frame.m 
 gp.m 
 gp_pst7_code.m 
 gp_tc.1 --> .117 
 gsp.m 
 input. 
 m_aeclp_st.1 --> .3 
 m_asp_st_001 --> 003.m 
 m_gp_st.1 --> .9 
 m_run_aeclp_st.01 --> .03 
 m_run_gp_st.01 --> .11 
 m_run_struct_reclp.01 
 m_struct_reclp.tc 
 m_tdlrsp_st_001 --> 011.m 
 m_tsp_st_001.m 
 namelist1. 
 namelist_ex. 
 name_list.inc 
 reclp.m 
 reclp_tc.1 --> .68 
 reclp_tc.out 
 run_aeclp.01 --> .57, .010, .1-10, .11-20, .21-30, .31-
40, .41-47, .48-53, .48-57 
 run_crcp.01 --> .10, .1-10 
 run_gp., .01 --> .116, .1-10, .11-20, .21-30, .31-40,    
.41-50, .51-60, .61-70, .71-80, .81-90, .91-100, .101-
110, .111-114, .111-116 
 run_reclp.01 --> .68, .1-10, .11-20, .21-30, .31-40, 
.41-50, .51-60, .61-68 
 run_gpsf.01 --> .08 
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CMS Library  Elements 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]  
  FUNCTIONAL/MODELS sp.m 
 tdlrsp.m 
 tdsp.m 
 tsp.m 
 write_exnml.m 
 write_exnml_st7.m 
 write_nml.m 
  write_nml_st7.m 
  FUNCTIONAL/NORMAL aeclp_nr_001 --> 012, 054, 055.ex 
 aeclp_nr_001 --> 012, 054, 055.tc 
 arsp_nr_011 --> 017, 022, 023.ex 
 arsp_nr_011 --> 017, 022, 023.tc 
 asp_nr_001 --> 007, 016.ex 
 asp_nr_001 --> 007, 016.tc 
 cp_nr_001 --> 005.ex 
 cp_nr_001 --> 005.tc 
 crcp_nr_001 --> 006.ex 
 crcp_nr_001 --> 006.tc 
 gp_nr_001 --> 008, 053, 102 --> 106.ex 
 gp_nr_001 --> 008, 053, 102 --> 106.tc 
 gsp_nr_001.ex 
 gsp_nr_001.tc 
 reclp_nr_001 --> 059, 064 --> 068.ex 
 reclp_nr_001 --> 059, 064 --> 068.tc 
 tdlrsp_nr_001, 003, 005 --> 021.ex 
 tdlrsp_nr_001, 003, 005 --> 021.tc 
 tdsp_nr_001 --> 003.ex 
 tdsp_nr_001 --> 003.tc 
 tsp_nr_001 --> 003, 006, 007.ex 
  tsp_nr_001 --> 003, 006, 007.tc 
 FUNCTIONAL/ROBUSTNESS aeclp_ro_013 --> 053, 056, 057.ex 
 aeclp_ro_013 --> 053, 056, 057.tc 
 arsp_ro_001 --> 010, 018 --> 021.ex 
 arsp_ro_001 --> 010, 018 --> 021.tc 
 asp_ro_008 --> 015, 017 --> 044.ex 
 asp_ro_008 --> 015, 017 --> 044.tc 
 crcp_ro_007 --> 010.ex 
 crcp_ro_007 --> 010.tc 
 gp_ro_009 --> 052, 054 --> 101, 107 --> 117.ex 
 gp_ro_009 --> 052, 054 --> 101, 107 --> 117.tc 
 gsp_ro_002 --> 009.ex 
 gsp_ro_002 --> 009.tc 
 reclp_ro_060 --> 063.ex 
 reclp_ro_060 --> 063.tc 
 tdlrsp_ro_002, 004, 006, 022 --> 028.ex 
 tdlrsp_ro_002, 004, 006, 022 --> 028.tc 
 tdsp_ro_004 --> 007.ex 
 tdsp_ro_004 --> 007.tc 
 tsp_ro_004, 005, 008 --> 011.ex 
  tsp_ro_004, 005, 008 --> 011.tc 
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CMS Library  Elements 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]  
  FUNCTIONAL/STRUCTURAL/MERCURY m_aeclp_st_001 --> 003.ex 
 m_aeclp_st_001 --> 003.tc 
 m_arsp_st_001, 002.ex 
 m_arsp_st_001, 002.tc 
 m_asp_st_001 --> 006.ex 
 m_asp_st_001 --> 006.tc 
 m_cp_st_001.ex 
 m_cp_st_001.tc 
 m_gp_st_001 --> 011.ex 
 m_gp_st_001 --> 011.tc 
 m_reclp_st_001 --> 003.ex 
 m_reclp_st_001 --> 003.tc 
 m_tdlrsp_st_001 --> 009.ex 
 m_tdlrsp_st_001 --> 009.tc 
 m_tsp_st_001.ex 
  m_tsp_st_001.tc 
  FUNCTIONAL/STRUCTURAL/PLUTO aeclp_pst_001, 002.ex 
 aeclp_pst_001, 002.tc 
 asp_pst_001 --> 004.ex 
 asp_pst_001 --> 004.tc 
 gp_pst_001 --> 021.ex 
 gp_pst_001 --> 021.tc 
 reclp_pst_001 --> 011.ex 
  reclp_pst_001 --> 011.tc 
  SUBFRAME clp_001 --> 014.ex 
 clp_001 --> 014.tc 
 gpsf.com 
 gpsf_001 --> 008.ex 
 gpsf_001 --> 008.tc 
 sp_001.ex 
  sp_001.tc 
  TRAJECTORY m_run_traj.com 
 m_traj.com 
 pluto.com 
 run_mc.com 
 run_traj.com 
 traj.com 
 traj_atm_001 --> 012.seed 
 traj_atm_ic_001 --> 012.tc 
 traj_atm_ud_001 --> 012.tc 
 traj_td_013 --> 034.seed 
 traj_td_ic_013 --> 034.tc 
 traj_td_ud_013 --> 034.tc 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_PLAN] verplan.doc 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_PROC] procedures. 
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_RESULTS.MERCURY]  
DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_RESULTS.PLUTO]  
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The following is a list of binders and their contents the configuration manager is keeping; the 
“Change Reports” binder is divided into sections.  
 
Binder Name Items 
Problem Reports for Mercury PR #1 - 31 
Problem Reports for Pluto PR #1 - 27 
Change Reports:  
 Configuration Management Plan SDCR # 1 - 6 
 Development Standards SDCR # 1 - 9 
 Spec SDCR # 2.2-27 --> 29, 2.3-1 --> 7 
 Verification Cases SDCR #1 - 38 
 Verification Plan SDCR #1 - 8 
 Verification Procedures SDCR #1 
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B.5  Build Files 
Mercury Build File 
The Mercury build file is located in 
disk$hokie:[gcs.cms.source_code.mercury]mercury_compile.txt and is as follows: 
To compile the Mercury source code: 
 
(generates one object file and one list file) 
fortran/list mercury+tsp+arsp+asp+gsp+tdlrsp+tdsp+gp+aeclp+reclp+crcp+cp 
 
(generates individual object files and individual list files) 
fortran/list mercury,tsp,arsp,asp,gsp,tdlrsp,tdsp,gp,aeclp,reclp,crcp,cp 
 
 
 
There are eleven(12) modules for Mercury with each module containing one or 
more subroutines. 
 
DRIVER  
mercury.for (include files: common.inc, excond.inc, param.inc)    
 
SP 
tsp.for (include files: common.inc, excond.inc, param.inc)  
arsp.for (include files: common.inc, excond.inc, param.inc) 
asp.for (include files: common.inc, excond.inc, param.inc) 
gsp.for (include files: common.inc, excond.inc, param.inc) 
tdlrsp.for (include files: common.inc, excond.inc, param.inc) 
tdsp.for (include files: common.inc, param.inc) 
 
GP 
gp.for (include files: common.inc, excond.inc, param.inc) 
 
CLP 
aeclp.for (include files: common.inc, excond.inc, param.inc) 
reclp.for (include files: common.inc, excond.inc, param.inc) 
crcp.for (include files: common.inc, param.inc) 
 
CP 
cp.for (include file: common.inc) 
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Pluto Build File 
The Pluto build file is located in disk$hokie:[gcs.cms.source_code.pluto]list_of_routines.txt 
and is as follows: 
 
Module Brief description 
 
AECLP.FOR Implementation of functional unit AECLP 
ARSP.FOR Implementation of functional unit ARSP 
ASP.FOR Implementation of functional unit ASP 
CLPSF.FOR Contains the control for subframe 3 
CONSTANTS.FOR Data declarations for constants 
CP.FOR Implementation of functional unit CP 
CRCP.FOR Implementation of functional unit CRCP 
EXTERNAL.FOR Data definitions and Common block EXTERNAL 
GP.FOR Implementation of functional unit GP 
GPSF.FOR Contains the control for subframe 2 
GSP.FOR Implementation of functional unit GSP 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR Data definitions and Common block GUIDANCE_STATE 
PLUTO.FOR The Main program entry 
RECLP.FOR Implementation of functional unit RECLP 
RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR Data definitions and Common block RUN_PARAMETERS 
SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR Data definitions and Common block SENSOR_OUTPUT 
SPSF.FOR Contains the control for subframe 1 
TDLRSP.FOR Implementation of functional unit TDLRSP 
TDSP.FOR Implementation of functional unit TDSP 
TSP.FOR Implementation of functional unit TSP 
UTILITY.FOR A collection of utility routines (range checking) 
 
 
To Build Required Modules 
 
AECLP AECLP.FOR, CONSTANTS.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR, 
SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR, UTILITY.FOR 
  
ARSP ARSP.FOR, CONSTANTS.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR, 
SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR, UTILITY.FOR 
 
ASP ASP.FOR, CONSTANTS.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR, 
SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR, UTILITY.FOR 
 
CP CP.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, 
RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR, SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR 
 
CRCP CRCP.FOR, CONSTANTS.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR 
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GP GP.FOR, CONSTANTS.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR, 
SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR, UTILITY.FOR 
 
GSP GSP.FOR, CONSTANTS.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR, 
SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR, UTILITY.FOR 
 
RECLP RECLP.FOR, CONSTANTS.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR, 
SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR, UTILITY.FOR 
 
TDLRSP TDLRSP.FOR, CONSTANTS.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR, 
SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR 
 
TDSP TDSP.FOR,  CONSTANTS.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR, 
UTILITY.FOR 
 
TSP TSP.FOR, CONSTANTS.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR, 
SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR, UTILITY.FOR 
 
Subframe 1 ARSP.FOR, ASP.FOR, CP.FOR, GSP.FOR, SPSF.FOR, 
TDSP.FOR, TSP.FOR, CONSTANTS.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR, 
SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR, UTILITY.FOR 
 
Subframe 2 CP.FOR, GP.FOR, GPSF.FOR, CONSTANTS.FOR, 
EXTERNAL.FOR, GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, 
RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR, SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR, 
UTILITY.FOR 
 
Subframe 3 AECLP.FOR, CLPSF.FOR, CP.FOR, CRCP.FOR, 
RECLP.FOR, CONSTANTS.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR, 
SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR, UTILITY.FOR  
 
Pluto AECLP.FOR, ARSP.FOR, ASP.FOR, CLPSF.FOR, CP.FOR, 
CRCP.FOR, GP.FOR, GPSF.FOR, GSP.FOR, PLUTO.FOR, 
RECLP.FOR, SPSF.FOR, TDLRSP.FOR, TDSP.FOR, 
TSP.FOR, CONSTANTS.FOR, EXTERNAL.FOR, 
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR, RUN_PARAMETERS.FOR, 
SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR, UTILITY.FOR  
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C.1  Introduction 
This document contains the records of changes made to the life cycle data placed under configuration 
control in compliance with the Configuration Management Plan for the Guidance and Control Software 
project.  Below is a table listing each of the life cycle data items under configuration control.   
 
Table 1.  DO-178B Life Cycle Data for the GCS Project 
 
Software Life Cycle Data 
Plan for Software Aspects of Certification * 
Software Development Standards 
Software Verification Plan 
Software Configuration Management Plan 
Software Quality Assurance Plan* 
Software Requirements Data 
Design Description for the Mercury Implementation 
Design Description for the Pluto Implementation 
Source Code for the Mercury Implementation 
Source Code for the Pluto Implementation 
Software Verification Cases and Procedures Document 
Software Verification Results for the Mercury Implementation * 
Software Verification Results for the Pluto Implementation* 
Software Configuration Index * 
Test Cases 
Software Accomplishment Summary * 
 
 
The * indicates that no revisions were made to that configuration item once it was placed under 
configuration control.  The remainder of this document consists of the log of changes made to the 
remaining life cycle data items.  Each table gives the configuration management library name for that 
item, the date and action that was taken, the element(s) affected, the requester, and remarks.   
A Support Documentation Change Report that has been logged by the Software Quality Assurance 
(SQA) representative provides that authority necessary to change the support documentation, including 
the plans and procedures documents.  A Problem Report that has been logged by the SQA representative 
provides the authority necessary to revise any of the development products (requirements, design, and 
code).  Each reservation of a configuration item should correspond to one change report.  The change 
report should be noted in the remarks section of each table. 
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C.2  Software Development Standards 
 
LIBRARY:  DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.DEV_STAND]   
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
7/22/93 create 
element 
dev_standards.txt KJH in-house Software Development 
Standards 
7/27/93 reserve dev_standards.txt KJH FM1 
7/28/93 replace dev_standards.txt KJH finished FM1 
8/31/93 reserve dev_standards.txt KJH FM2 
9/8/93 replace dev_standards.txt KJH finished FM2 
 reserve dev_standards.txt KJH FM3 
1/4/94 unreserve dev_standards.txt KJH UNRESERVED -- changed FM3 
 reserve dev_standards.txt KJH FM3 
1/6/94 replace dev_standards.txt KJH finished FM3 
5/11/94 reserve dev_standards.txt KJH FM4 
5/12/94 replace dev_standards.txt KJH finished FM4 
5/17/94 reserve dev_standards.txt KJH FM5 
5/23/94 replace dev_standards.txt KJH finished FM5 
 reserve dev_standards.txt KJH FM6 
5/24/94 replace dev_standards.txt KJH finished FM6 
5/25/94 reserve dev_standards.txt KJH FM7 
 replace dev_standards.txt KJH finished FM7 
 reserve dev_standards.txt KJH FM8 
 replace dev_standards.txt KJH finished FM8 
 reserve dev_standards.txt KJH FM9 
 replace dev_standards.txt KJH finished FM9 
 
 
 
 
C.3  Verification Cases and Procedures (document) 
 
LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_PROC]   
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
12/8/94 create element procedures. cquach Verification Procedures and 
Cases 
 reserve procedures. cquach FM1 
12/13/94 replace procedures. cquach finished FM1 
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C.4  Software Verification Plan 
LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_PLAN]   
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
7/22/93 create element verplan.doc SVK in-house Software Verification 
Plan 
7/27/93 reserve verplan.doc SVK FM1 
7/28/93 replace verplan.doc SVK finished FM1 
7/29/93 reserve verplan.doc SVK FM2 
 replace verplan.doc SVK finished FM2 
8/9/93 reserve verplan.doc SVK FM3 
8/23/93 replace verplan.doc SVK finished FM3 
9/10/93 reserve verplan.doc DBT FM4 
9/22/93 replace verplan.doc DBT finished FM4 
12/28/93 reserve verplan.doc DBT FM5 
3/16/94 replace verplan.doc DBT finished FM5 
3/18/94 reserve verplan.doc DBT FM6 
5/3/94 replace verplan.doc DBT finished FM6 
5/31/94 reserve verplan.doc CQUACH FM7 
8/9/94 replace verplan.doc CQUACH finished FM7 
12/7/94 reserve verplan.doc CQUACH FM8 
12/8/94 replace verplan.doc CQUACH finished FM8 
4/17/95 fetch (kjh) verplan.doc kjh to review 
4/19/95 reserve (kjh) verplan.doc cq for SDCR #9 
9/13/95 replace (kjh) verplan.doc cq finished SDCR#9 
 
 
C.5  Software Configuration Management Plan 
LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.CM_PLAN]   
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
7/22/93 create element cm_plan.txt LJS in-house Software Configuration 
Management Plan 
8/31/93 reserve cm_plan.txt LJS FM1 
9/1/93 replace cm_plan.txt LJS finished FM1 
5/18/94 reserve cm_plan.txt LJS FM2 
 replace cm_plan.txt LJS finished FM2 
 reserve cm_plan.txt LJS FM3 
5/19/94 replace cm_plan.txt LJS finished FM3 
 reserve cm_plan.txt LJS FM4 
5/20/94 replace cm_plan.txt LJS finished FM4 
12/21/94 reserve cm_plan.txt LJS FM5 
12/22/94 replace cm_plan.txt LJS finished FM5 
1/25/95 reserve cm_plan.txt ljs FM6 
2/27/95 replace cm_plan.txt ljs finished FM 6 
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C.6  Software Requirements Data 
LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SPEC]   
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
5/17/93 create element spec_2_1.txt KJH in-house Software Requirements Data 
 reserve spec_2_1.txt KJH transitional requirements phase 
 replace spec_2_1.txt KJH finished mods 
 reserve spec_2_1.txt KJH completed mods for Spec 2.1 
 create element spec_2_2.txt KJH official version 2.2 
 replace spec_2_1.txt KJH completed mods for Spec 2.1 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-1, 2, &3 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-1, 2, &3 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-4 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-4 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-5 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-5 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-6, 7, &8 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-6, 7, &8 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-9 
5/24/93 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-9  * (1) virtual memory 
error 
 fetch spec_2_2.txt  had virtual memory error message - 
ensuring replacement of mod 2.2-9 
5/27/93 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-10 
6/2/93 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-10 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-11 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-11 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-12 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-12 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-13 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-13 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-14 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-14 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-15 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-15 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-16 
6/3/93 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-16 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-17 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-17 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-18 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-18 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-19 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-19 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-20 
6/4/93 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-20 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SPEC]   
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-21 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-21 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-22 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-22 
6/4/93 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-23 
6/7/93 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-23 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-24 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-24 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-25 
 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-25  * (2) 
checksum error, virtual 
memory error 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-26 
6/9/93 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-26  * (3) 
virtual memory error 
 fetch spec_2_2.txt  virtual memory error occurred 
when trying to replace with 
spec with mod 2.2-26 
1/6/94 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-27 
1/14/94 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-27  * (4) 
checksum error, virtual 
memory error 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt KJH FM 2.2-28 
2/15/94 replace spec_2_2.txt KJH finished FM 2.2-28 
 reserve spec_2_2.txt BB FM 2.2-29 
3/18/94 replace spec_2_2.txt BB finished FM 2.2-29 
 create element spec_2_3.txt BB Spec Version 2.3 
5/11/94 reserve spec_2_3.txt BB FM 2.3-1 
5/13/94 replace spec_2_3.txt BB finished FM 2.3-1 
 reserve spec_2_3.txt BB FM 2.3-2   
5/16/94 unreserve spec_2_3.txt BB font problem when replace 
Spec with FM 2.3-1; need to 
redo mod 
 reserve/gen=1 spec_2_3.txt BB FM 2.3-1; font problem with 
original mod 
5/18/94 delete gen spec_2_3.txt BB need to remove so updated 
mod can be entered in library 
 replace spec_2_3.txt BB finished FM 2.3-1 
 reserve spec_2_3.txt BB FM 2.3-2 
5/19/94 replace spec_2_3.txt BB finished FM 2.3-2 
5/25/94 reserve spec_2_3.txt BB FM 2.3-3 
6/15/94 replace spec_2_3.txt BB finished FM 2.3-3 
8/22/94 reserve spec_2_3.txt BB FM 2.3-4 
8/25/94 replace spec_2_3.txt BB finished FM 2.3-4 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SPEC]   
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
9/13/94 reserve spec_2_3.txt BB FM 2.3-5 
9/23/94 replace spec_2_3.txt BB finished FM 2.3-5 
11/28/94 reserve spec_2_3.txt BB FM 2.3-6 
12/22/94 replace spec_2_3.txt BB finished FM 2.3-6 
1/27/95 reserve spec_2_3.txt bb FM 2.3-7 
3/15/95 replace spec_2_3.txt bb finished FM 2.3-7 
 
 
C.7  Design Description for the Mercury Implementation 
 
LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.DES_DESCRIP.MERCURY]  
     
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
6/2/93 create 
element 
mercury_design. MCL in-house teamwork design 
7/26/93 reserve mercury_design. MCL updating design to most current 
version of Spec 
7/27/93 replace mercury_design. MCL finished mods 
 create 
element 
gcs_design.ps MCL Design Description Document 
12/6/93 create 
element 
design.overview_intro ADB Mercury Design Description 
Overview (introduction) 
  design.overview_preface ADB Mercury Design Description 
Overview (preface & table of 
contents) 
  design.overview_labels ADB Mercury Design Description 
Overview (section labels) 
12/10/93 create 
element 
design.teamwork ADB teamwork model (with mods thru 
2.2-26) 
12/21/93 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#1  
1/18/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#1 
1/19/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#2 
1/28/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#2 
1/31/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#3 
2/15/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#3 
2/24/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#4 
3/14/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#4 
3/21/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#5 
3/25/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#5 
3/29/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#6 
3/31/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#6 
4/5/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#7 
4/6/94 unreserve design.teamwork ADB UNRESERVE - may have been a 
problem with reservation 
 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#7 (again) 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.DES_DESCRIP.MERCURY]  
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
4/20/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#7 
4/21/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#8 
4/25/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#8 
 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#9 
4/29/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#9 
5/3/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#10 
5/9/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#10 
 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#11 
5/11/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#11 
 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#11  * problem when FTPed 
design - need to replace with good 
file 
5/12/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#11 
5/13/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#12 
5/16/94 reserve design.overview_intro ADB PR#12 
5/18/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#12 
  design.overview_intro   
5/20/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#13 
5/31/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#13 
 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#14 
6/1/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#14 
6/20/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#15 
6/23/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#15 
7/1/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#16 
7/7/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#16 
 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#17 
7/20/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#17 
 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#18 
7/27/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#18 
 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#19 
8/3/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#19 
 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#20 
8/15/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#20 
 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#21 
8/18/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#21 
 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#22 
  design.overview_intro ADB  
  design.overview_preface ADB  
  design.overview_labels ADB  
8/24/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#22 
  design.overview_intro ADB  
  design.overview_preface ADB  
  design.overview_labels ADB  
8/25/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#23 
  design.overview_intro ADB  
  design.overview_preface ADB  
  design.overview_labels ADB  
8/31/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#23 
  design.overview_intro ADB  
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.DES_DESCRIP.MERCURY]  
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
  design.overview_preface ADB  
  design.overview_labels ADB  
9/16/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#24 
9/21/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#24 
10/20/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#25 
12/5/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#25 
12/7/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#26 
12/14/94 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#26 
12/22/94 reserve design.teamwork ADB PR#27 
1/3/95 replace design.teamwork ADB finished PR#27 
2/8/95 reserve design.teamwork adb PR#28 
2/14/95 replace design.teamwork adb finished PR#28 
3/21/95 reserve design.teamwork adb PR #30 
3/24/95 replace design.teamwork adb finished PR #30 
4/28/95 reserve design.teamwork adb PR#31 
5/1/95 reserve design.overview_labels adb PR#31 
5/5/95 replace design.overview_labels adb finished PR#31 
  design.teamwork   
 
 
 
C.8  Design Description for the Pluto Implementation 
 
LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.DES_DESCRIP.PLUTO]  
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
8/31/93 create element design.teamwork PSC in-house teamwork model 
from RTI version 
 reserve design.teamwork PSC updating teamwork model to 
Spec version 2.2 
 replace design.teamwork PSC finished mod 
 create element design.overview PSC Pluto Design Description 
Overview 
11/1/93 reserve design.teamwork PSC PR#1 
1/18/94 replace design.teamwork PSC finished PR#1 
1/25/94 reserve design.teamwork PSC PR#2 
2/15/94 replace design.teamwork PSC finished PR#2 
4/14/94 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#3 
4/20/94 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#3 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#4 
5/2/94 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#4 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#5 
 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#5 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#6 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.DES_DESCRIP.PLUTO]  
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
5/5/94 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#6 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#7 
5/9/94 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#7 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#8 
5/11/94 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#8  *checksum 
error, insufficient virtual 
memory, error replacing 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#9  *checksum error, bad 
block address 
 unreserve design.teamwork RKA checksum error when reserving 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#9 
 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#9 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#10 
6/2/94 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#10 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#11 
6/9/94 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#11  *checksum 
error, insufficient virtual 
memory, error replacing 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#12 
6/21/94 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#12  *checksum 
error, insufficient virtual 
memory, error replacing 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#13  *bad block address 
 unreserve design.teamwork RKA bad block address (0 blocks 
reserved) 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#13 
6/28/94 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#13  *checksum 
error, insufficient virtual 
memory, error replacing 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#14  *bad block address 
 unreserve design.teamwork RKA bad block address (0 blocks 
reserved) 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#14  *bad block address 
 unreserve design.teamwork RKA unreserve - bad block address 
 delete gen=15 design.teamwork RKA corrupt file 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#13 - will replace file with 
uncorrupted file 
 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#13  *checksum 
error, insufficient virtual 
memory, error replacing 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#14  *bad block address 
 unreserve design.teamwork RKA unreserve - bad block address 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#14  *bad block address 
6/29/94 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#14 
7/20/94 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#15 
 unreserve design.teamwork RKA UNRESERVE - wrong model 
replaced 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.DES_DESCRIP.PLUTO]  
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
 delete gen=16 design.teamwork RKA wrong model replaced 
7/21/94 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#14 (again) 
 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#14 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#15 
 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#15 
7/21/94 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#16 
7/22/94 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#16 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#17 
7/29/94 remark   due to power outage this entire 
library had to be backed up; 
some of the create dates 
changed to today 
 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#17 
 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#18 
8/2/94 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#18 
8/11/94 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#19 
  design.overview RKA PR#19 
8/26/94 replace design.overview RKA finished PR#19 - converted 
from WordPerfect to Microsoft 
Word file 
  design.teamwork RKA finished PR#19 
9/16/94 reserve design.teamwork RKA PR#20 
 replace design.teamwork RKA finished PR#20 
11/18/94 reserve design.teamwork PEM PR#21 
  design.overview PEM PR#21 
11/23/94 replace design.overview PEM finished PR#21 
  design.teamwork PEM finished PR#21 
11/28/94 reserve design.teamwork PEM PR#22 
11/30/94 replace design.teamwork PEM finished PR#22 
3/16/95 reserve design.teamwork pem PR#27 
3/21/95 replace design.teamwork pem finished PR #27 
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C.9  Source Code for the Mercury Implementation 
 
LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SOURCE_CODE.MERCURY]  
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
9/23/94 create element *.for ADB create Mercury source code 
files 
  *.inc ADB create Mercury include files 
  *.txt ADB create file for instructions to 
complies Mercury source code 
10/20/94 reserve *.for ADB PR#25 
  *.inc ADB PR#25 
12/5/94 replace *.for ADB finished PR#25 
  *.inc ADB finished PR#25 
12/7/94 reserve *.for ADB PR#26 
  *.inc ADB PR#26 
12/14/94 replace *.for ADB finished PR#26 
  *.inc ADB finished PR#26 
 fetch *.* DBT testing code 
12/22/94 reserve cp.for ADB PR#27 
12/29/94 replace (kjh) cp.for ADB finished PR#27 
 fetch (kjh) cp.for DBT for Mercury testing 
2/8/95 reserve gp.for ADB PR#28 
2/14/95 replace gp.for adb finished PR#28 
 fetch gp.for dbt Mercury testing 
3/8/95 fetch (kjh) reclp.for kjh to aid in review of structural 
test cases 
3/21/95 reserve asp.for adb PR #30 
  gp.for   
3/24/95 replace asp.for adb finished PR #30 
  gp.for   
 fetch asp.for dbt for testing of code 
  gp.for   
7/20/95 fetch (kjh) *.for kjh to count number of source 
lines 
  *.inc   
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C.10  Source Code for the Pluto Implementation 
 
LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.SOURCE_CODE.PLUTO]  
DATE ACTION ELEMENT Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
9/26/94 create element *.* RKA create Pluto source code files 
11/23/94 reserve *.for PEM PR#22 
11/28/94 unreserve *.for PEM wrong element requested -- 
wanted design 
11/30/94 reserve *.for PEM PR#23 
12/5/94 replace *.for PEM finished PR#23 
12/21/94 fetch *.for cquach testing Pluto code 
1/10/95 reserve *.for pem PR#24 
1/13/95 replace *.for pem finished PR#24 
 reserve cp.for pem PR#25 
 fetch arsp.for cquach Pluto testing 
  constants.for   
  gp.for   
  tdlrsp.for   
  tsp.for   
 replace cp.for pem finished PR#25 
1/17/95 fetch cp.for cquach testing Pluto code 
1/19/95 delete gen=4 cp.for  wrong version of element 
replaced 
 reserve cp.for pem PR#25 
 replace cp.for pem finished PR#25 -- replacing 
with correct version of 
element 
 fetch cp.for cquach for Pluto testing 
2/14/95 reserve clpsf.for pem PR#26 
  pluto.for   
2/15/95 replace clpsf.for pem finished PR#26 
  pluto.for   
3/6/95 fetch pluto.for cq trajectory testing 
  clpsf.for   
3/15/95 reserve asp.for pem PR #27 
  gp.for   
3/21/95 replace asp.for pem finished PR #27 
  gp.for   
4/6/95 fetch (kjh) *.for cq for functional unit testing 
 reserve (kjh) *.for cq PR#28 
 replace (kjh) *.for cq finished PR#28 
 fetch (kjh) *.for cq for functional unit testing 
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C.11  Test Cases 
including models, drivers, and expected results 
 
LIBRARY: DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
8/4/94 create group functional  group containing functional 
unit test cases 
  subframe  group containing subframe test 
cases 
  frame  group containing frame test 
cases 
  normal  subgroup of functional group 
containing normal range test 
cases 
  robustness  subgroup of functional group 
containing robustness test 
cases 
  structural  subgroup of functional group 
for structural test cases 
(implementation specific) 
  models  subgroup of functional group 
containing math models 
  drivers  subgroup of functional group 
containing drivers 
 insert group drivers -> functional  subgroup of functional unit 
group 
  models -> functional  subgroup of functional unit 
group 
  normal -> functional  subgroup of functional unit 
group 
  robustness -> functional  subgroup of functional unit 
group 
  structural -> functional  subgroup of functional unit 
group 
 create group pluto  subgroup of structural group 
for Pluto test cases 
  mercury  subgroup of structural group 
for Mercury test cases 
 insert group mercury -> structural  subgroup of structural group 
  pluto -> structural  subgroup of structural group 
 create element aeclp_nr_001.ex, .tc DBT AECLP functional unit test 
cases  NR:  001 ->012;  
RO : 013 -> 036 
 insert element *nr*.* -> normal  normal range test case for 
AECLP functional unit 
  *ro*.* - >robustness  robustness test case for 
AECLP functional unit 
8/15/94 create element aeclp_nr_039.ex, .tc DBT AECLP functional unit test 
case  NR:  039 -> 047; 
RO: 037,038 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
  crcp_nr_001.ex, .tc  CRCP functional unit test case  
NR:  001 -> 006; 
RO: 007 -> 010 
 insert element *nr*.* -> normal  normal range test case for 
AECLP/CRCP functional unit 
  *ro*.* -> robustness  robustness test case for 
AECLP/CRCP functional unit 
8/29/94 reserve aeclp*.ex DBT FM 1 
  crcp*.ex  FM 2 
 replace aeclp*.ex DBT finished FM 1   * error 
replacing aeclp_nr_039.ex thru 
aeclp_nr_47.ex 
  crcp*.ex  finished FM 2 
 unreserve aeclp_nr_039 -> 047.ex dbt should have been robustness 
test cases 
8/30/94 remove element aeclp_nr_039 -> 047.ex, 
.tc from normal 
DBT should have been robustness 
test case 
 delete element aeclp_nr_039 -> 
047.ex,.tc 
DBT should have been robustness 
test case 
 create element aeclp_ro_039 -> 053.ex, 
.tc 
DBT AECLP functional unit test 
case 
 insert element aeclp*ro*.* 
-> robustness 
 robustness test case for 
AECLP functional unit 
8/31/94 create element r*.* DBT RECLP functional unit test 
case     NR: 1-59, 64-68; RO: 
60 - 63 
 insert element r*nr*.* -> normal  normal range test case for 
RECLP functional unit 
  r*ro*.* -> robustness  robustness test case for 
RECLP functional unit 
9/6/94 create element gp*.* DBT GP functional unit test cases     
NR:1 - 8, 53, 102 - 106; RO: 9 
- 52, 54 - 101, 107 - 114 
 insert element gp_nr*.* -> normal  normal range test case for GP 
functional unit 
  gp_ro*.* -> robustness  robustness test case for GP 
functional unit 
9/12/94 reserve gp*.* DBT FM 3 
9/13/94 create element aeclp*.* DBT functional unit test cases    NR: 
54, 55; RO: 56,57 
 insert element a*nr*.* -> normal  normal range test case for 
AECLP functional unit 
  a*ro*.* -> robustness  robustness test case for 
AECLP functional unit 
9/13/94 replace gp*.* DBT finished FM 3 
12/2/94 reserve gp*.* DBT FM 4 
  aeclp*.*  FM 5 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
  reclp*.*  FM 6 
  crcp*.*  FM 7 
 replace gp*.* DBT finished FM 4 
  aeclp*.*  finished FM 5 
 reserve gp*.* DBT FM 4 -- replace with wrong 
file 
  aeclp*.*  FM 5 -- replace with wrong 
file 
 replace gp*.* DBT finished FM 4 
  aeclp*.*  finished FM 5 
  reclp*.*  finished FM 6 
  crcp*.*  finished FM 7 
12/5/94 create element gpsf*.* dbt GP subframe test case 
  clp*.* dbt CLP subframe test case 
 insert element gpsf*.* -> subframe  subframe test case for GP 
  clp*.* -> subframe  subframe test case for CLP 
12/8/94 create element gp_ro_*.* DBT GP functional unit test case 
  cp_nr_*.* CQUACH CP functional unit test case 
  *.m  mathematica model 
  *.m DBT mathematica model 
  arsp_*.* CQUACH ARSP functional unit test case 
  asp_*.*  ASP functional unit test case 
  gsp_*.*  GSP functional unit test case 
  tdlrsp_*.*  TDLRSP functional unit test 
case 
  tdsp_*.*  TDSP functional unit test case 
  tsp_*.*  TSP functional unit test case 
  frame_*.*  frame test case 
  sp_*.*  subframe test case 
  common.inc  models 
  cp.for  mathematica model 
  *.inc  mathematica model 
 insert element *_nr_*.* -> normal  normal range test cases 
  *_ro_*.*  robustness test cases 
 remove element *_imm*.* -> subframe  element should not have been 
created 
 delete element *_imm_*.*  element should not have been 
created 
 insert element sp_*.* -> subframe  subframe test case 
  frame_*.* -> frame  frame test case 
  cp.for -> models  mathematica model 
  *.inc -> models  mathematica model 
  *.m -> models  mathematica model 
12/14/94 fetch aeclp_*_*.* DBT testing Mercury code 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
  reclp_*_*.*   
  gp_*_*.*   
  crcp_*_*.*   
12/16/94 fetch clp_0*.* DBT testing Mercury code 
  gpsf_0*.*   
  sp_0*.*   
  asp_*_*.*   
  arsp_*_*.*   
  tdlrsp_*_*.*   
  tdsp_*_*.*   
  gsp_*_*.*   
  tsp_*_*.*   
12/19/94 fetch cp_*.* DBT testing Mercury code 
 create element m_*.* DBT Mercury drivers 
  compar*.*  drivers 
12/19/94 create element ex_cp.for DBT drivers 
  read_*.*   
  run_*.*   
 insert element m_*.* -> drivers  drivers for Mercury 
  compar*.* -> drivers  drivers 
  ex_cp.for -> drivers   
  read_*.* _. drivers   
  run_*.* -> drivers   
12/21/94 fetch aeclp_*.* cquach testing Pluto code 
  arsp_*.*   
  asp_*.*   
  clp_*.*   
  cp_*.*   
  crcp_*.*   
  frame_*.*   
  gp_*.*   
  gpsf_*.*   
  gsp_*.*   
  reclp_*.*   
  sp_*.*   
  tdlrsp_*.*   
  tdsp_*.*   
  tsp_*.*   
12/22/94 reserve cp.for cquach FM8 
  cp*.*   
12/28/94 replace (kjh) cp.for cquach finished FM8 
  cp_*.*   
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
 fetch (kjh) cp_*.* dbt for Mercury testing (new cp 
test cases) 
  cp.for cquach for Pluto testing 
  cp_*.*   
 reserve (kjh) asp.m cquach FM9 
  asp_*.*   
12/29/94 replace (kjh) asp_*.* cquach finished FM9 
 fetch (kjh) asp_*.* cquach for Pluto testing 
 create group 
(kjh) 
pluto_drivers  temp driver storage for Pluto 
1/3/95 create element p_*.* cquach drivers for Pluto 
 insert element p_*.* -> drivers  Pluto drivers 
 fetch p_*.* cquach testing Pluto code 
1/4/95 fetch (cquach) gp_nr_001.ex  for Pluto testing 
  gp_nr_001.tc   
 unreserve asp.m  reserved by mistake 
1/11/95 reserve cp.for cquach FM10 
  cp_*.*   
1/12/95 replace cp*.* cquach finished FM10 
 fetch cp_*.* cquach for Pluto testing 
  cp_*.ex dbt Mercury testing 
1/30/95 fetch *.m cquach Pluto testing 
2/3/95 fetch G: frame dbt Mercury testing 
  G: subframe   
2/7/95 reserve p_ex_cp.for cquach FM 11 
2/8/95 reserve clp_011.* cquach FM 12 
  gpsf_*.*   
2/10/95 unreserve p_ex_cp.for cquach should not be implementation 
specific 
 reserve ex_cp.for  FM 11 
 replace ex_cp.for  finished FM 11 
2/13/95 replace clp_011.* cquach finished FM 12 
  gpsf_*.*   
2/13/95 fetch ex_cp.for dbt Mercury testing 
  clp_011.tc   
  gpsf_*.*   
 reserve m_clp_driver.com dbt FM 13 
  m_gpsf_driver.com   
  m_lnkframe.com   
  m_lnkgpsf.com   
  m_lnksp.com   
  m_sp_driver.com   
2/14/95 fetch clp_011.ex dbt Mercury testing 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
  sp_001.* cquach Pluto testing 
  gpsf_*.*   
  clp_*.*   
 create group trajectory  group containing trajectory test 
cases 
 create element *traj*.* cquach trajectory test cases 
  pluto.com   
  run_mc.com   
 insert element *traj* -> trajectory  trajectory test cases 
  pluto.com -> trajectory   
  run_mc.com -> 
trajectory 
  
 replace m_clp_driver.com dbt finished FM 13 
  m_gpsf_driver.com   
  m_lnkframe.com   
  m_lnkgpsf.com   
  m_lnksp.com   
  m_sp_driver.com   
2/16/95 reserve frame_*.* dbt FM 14 
  p_test_frame.for cquach  
 replace frame_*.* cquach finished FM 14 
  p_test_frame.for   
 fetch frame_*.* dbt Mercury testing 
 create element m_test_frame.for dbt driver for Mercury 
  
insert element 
m_test_frame.for -> 
drivers 
  
Mercury driver 
2/21/95 create element asp_pst_*.* cquach structural test cases 
  tdlrsp_pst_*.*   
  *_pst.com  test drivers 
 insert element *pst.com -> drivers  test case drivers 
2/22/95 create element reclp_pst_*.* cquach Pluto structural test cases 
 insert element *_pst_*.* -> Pluto  Pluto structural test cases 
 create element m_*_st_0%%.* dbt Mercury structural test cases 
  m_*_st.*  Mercury Mathematica models 
  m*struct_reclp.*   
 insert element m_*_st_0%%.* -> 
Mercury 
 Mercury structural test cases 
 remove element m_*_st_0%%.m  placed in wrong group by 
mistake 
 insert element m_*_st.* -> Mercury  Mercury Mathematica models 
  m_*st*.m -> Mercury   
  m*struct_reclp.* -> 
Mercury 
  
2/23/95 reserve gp.m cquach FM15 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
  gp_*.*   
  gpsf_*.*   
  frame_*.*   
2/24/95 replace gp.m cquach finished FM15 
  gp_*.*   
2/24/95 replace gpsf_*.* cquach finished FM15 
  frame_*.*   
 fetch gp.m cquach retesting 
  gp_*.*   
  gpsf_*.*   
  frame_*.*   
 reserve m_gp_st_*.* dbt FM 16 
 create element *aeclp*.* dbt Mathematica models 
  *crcp*.*   
  *gp*.*   
  *reclp*.*   
 reserve m_run_gp_st*.* dbt FM 16 
 replace m_gp_st_*.* dbt finished FM 16 
  m_run_gp_st*.*   
 create element input. dbt Mathematica model 
  namelist1.   
  namelis_ex.   
 insert element aeclp_tc.* -> models  Mathematica models 
  crcp_tc.* -> models   
  gp_tc.* -> models   
  reclp_tc.* -> models   
  run_aeclp.%%,%-%%, 
%%-%% -> models 
  
  run_crcp.%% -> models   
  run_gp.%%,%-%%, 
%%-%% -> models 
  
  run_reclp.%%,%-%%, 
%%-%% -> models 
  
 create element m_st_driver.com dbt Mercury driver 
 insert element m_st_driver.com ->  
drivers 
 Mercury driver 
 reserve m_run_aeclp_st.* dbt FM 17 
  m_run_reclp_st.*   
 fetch m_aeclp_st_*.* dbt Mercury testing 
  m_arsp_st_*.*   
  m_asp_st_*.%%   
  m_gp_st_*.*   
  m_reclp_st_*.*   
  m_tdlrsp_st_*.*   
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
  m_tsp_st_*.*   
  gp_nr_*.*   
  gp_ro_*.*   
  gpsf_*.*   
  frame_*.*   
 insert element input. -> models  Mathematica model 
  namelist1. -> models   
  namelist_ex. -> models   
 replace m_run_aeclp_st.* dbt finished FM 17 
  m_run_reclp_st.*   
 create element gp_pst_*.* cquach Pluto structural test cases 
  aeclp_pst_*.*   
  run_gp_pst.com  Pluto test case drivers 
  run_aeclp_pst.com   
 insert element *_pst_*.* -> pluto  Pluto structural test cases 
  *pst.com -> drivers  Pluto test case drivers 
2/27/95 reserve gp_*.tc dbt FM 18 
 unreserve *pst*.*  not needed 
2/27/95 reserve gp_nr_*.ex dbt FM 18 
  gp_ro_*.ex   
  gpsf_*.*   
  m_gp_st*.*   
  namelist1.   
  namelist_ex.   
 fetch (kjh) traj_td_*.* cq for evaluation of test cases 
expected results 
2/28/95 fetch (kjh) gp_nr_*.* cq to rerun GP functional unit test 
cases (SDCR 18) 
 replace (kjh) gp_nr_*.ex dbt for SDCR 18 
  gp_ro_*.ex   
  gpsf_*.*   
  m_gp_st*.*   
  namelist_ex.   
  namelist1.   
3/1/95 fetch (kjh) gp_nr_*.* cq to rerun GP functional unit test 
cases (SDCR 18) 
  gp_ro_*.*   
  gpsf_*.* cq to run subframe test cases 
(SDCR 18) 
  frame_*.* cq to run frame test cases (SDCR 
18) 
  gp.m cq copy of revised gp model 
 reserve (kjh) m_gp_st*.* dbt SDCR 19 
 replace (kjh) m_gp_st*.* dbt for SDCR 19 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
 fetch (kjh) gp_*.* dbt to rerun GP functional unit test 
cases (SDCR 18) 
  gpsf_*.* dbt to run subframe test cases 
  m_gp_st*.* dbt for GP structural tests 
 unreserve (kjh) m_gp_st.*  wrong file reserved -- should 
have been test case files, not 
models 
3/2/95 reserve (kjh) gpsf_*.* dbt SDCR 20 
 replace (kjh) gpsf_*.* dbt for SDCR 20 
 create element 
(kjh) 
run_gpsf.* dbt Mathematica models for GP 
subframe 
 fetch (kjh) gpsf_*.* dbt to rerun GP subframe test 
cases (SDCR 20) 
  sp_001.* cq for subframe testing 
  gpsf_*.* cq for GP subframe testing 
  clp_*.* cq for Control Law Processing 
subframe testing 
  frame_*.* cq for frame testing 
  frame_*.* dbt for frame testing 
  traj_atm_*.* dbt for trajectory testing of 
Mercury 
  traj_td_*.*   
  traj.com   
  run_traj.com   
3/3/95 reserve (kjh) gp_pst_*.* cq SDCR 21 
3/6/95 create element 
(kjh) 
*.m cq models used to generate Pluto 
structural test cases 
  m_*.com dbt file for running Mercury 
trajectory test cases 
 replace (kjh) gp_pst_*.* cq for SDCR 21 
 fetch traj.com cq trajectory testing 
  run_traj.com cq trajectory testing 
  traj_atm_*.*   
  traj_td_*.*   
3/7/95 fetch m_aeclp_st*.* dbt structural testing of Mercury     
(**wrong remark entered in 
CMS**) 
  m_gp_st*.*   
  m_reclp_st*.*   
  m_asp_st*.*   
 reserve m_st_driver.com dbt SDCR 22 
 replace m_st_driver.com dbt finished SDCR 22 
 fetch m_st_driver.com dbt structural testing of Mercury 
3/10/95 reserve m_tdlrsp_st*.* dbt SDCR 23 
 replace m_tdlrsp_st*.* dbt finished SDCR 23 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
3/10/95 create element *run*.* dbt Mathematica drivers for 
Mercury 
  *st*.ex dbt structural expected values for 
Mercury 
  *st*.tc dbt structural test cases for 
Mercury 
 insert element *run*.* -> drivers dbt Mathematica drivers for 
Mercury 
  m_gp_st.* -> drivers   
 remove element m_gp_st.* -> drivers  placed in wrong group 
 create element m_tdlrsp_st_*.m dbt Mathematica models for 
Mercury 
 insert element m_*.m -> models  Mathematica models for 
Mercury 
 remove element *run*.* -> drivers  placed in wrong group 
 insert element m_gp_st_%%%.%% ->  
Mercury 
 Mercury structural test cases 
and expected values 
  m_run_*.* -> models  Mathematica models for 
Mercury 
3/13/95 insert element *.m -> models  Mathematica models 
  run_gpsf.%% -> models dbt Mathematica models 
  m*traj.com -> trajectory dbt trajectory test cases 
3/14/95 create element m_cp_st_*.* dbt Mercury structural test cases 
and expected values 
 insert element m_cp_st_*.* -> Mercury  Mercury structural test cases 
and expected values 
3/15/95 reserve gp.m cq SDCR #24 
  asp.m   
  frame.m   
  asp_nr_*.*   
  asp_ro_*.*   
  gp_nr_*.*   
  gp_ro_*.*   
  sp_*.*   
  gpsf_*.*   
  frame_*.*   
  m_asp_st_*.* dbt SDCR #25 
  m_gp_st_*.*   
  reclp_nr_068.* dbt SDCR 27 
3/16/95 create element m_reclp_st_*.* dbt Mercury structural test cases 
  m_reclp_st.* dbt Mercury Mathematica driver 
  m_run_reclp_st.*   
 insert element m_reclp_st_*.* -> 
 Mercury 
 Mercury structural test cases 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
  m_reclp_st.* -> drivers  Mercury Mathematica driver 
  m_run_reclp_st.* -> 
drivers 
  
 remove element m_reclp_st.* -> drivers  placed in wrong group 
  m_run_reclp_st.* -> 
drivers 
  
 replace reclp_nr_068.* dbt finished SDCR 27 
3/23/95 replace gp.m cq finished SDCR #24 
  asp.m   
  frame.m   
  asp_nr_*.*   
  asp_ro_*.*   
  gp_nr_*.*   
  gp_ro_*.*   
  sp_*.*   
  gpsf_*.*   
  frame_*.*   
3/24/95 fetch gp_nr_*.* dbt Mercury trajectory testing 
  gp_ro_*.*   
  asp_nr_*.*   
3/24/95 fetch asp_ro_*.* dbt Mercury trajectory testing 
  gpsf_*.*   
  sp_*.*   
  frame_*.*   
  traj_atm_*.*   
  traj_td_*.*   
3/27/95 create element gp_ro_117.* dbt GP functional unit test case 
 insert element gp_ro_117.* ->  
robustness 
 robustness functional unit test 
cases 
 fetch gp_ro_117.*  for Mercury testing 
3/28/95 create element m_asp_st_*.tc dbt Mercury structural test cases 
  m_asp_st_*.ex   
 insert element m_asp_st_*.* -> 
Mercury 
 Mercury structural test cases 
 create element *.seed cq trajectory test expected values 
 insert element *.seed -> trajectory  trajectory test expected values 
 fetch m_aeclp*.ex, .tc dbt Mercury structural testing 
  m_asp*.ex, .tc   
  m_cp*.ex, .tc   
  m_gp*.ex, .tc   
  m_reclp*.ex, .tc   
  m_tdlrsp*.ex, .tc   
  *.seed dbt Mercury trajectory testing 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
x4/3/95 replace (kjh) m_asp_st_*.ex, .tc dbt finished SDCR #25 
  m_gp_st_*.ex, .tc   
 reserve (kjh) run_traj.com cq SDCR #31 
  tdlrsp.m cq SDCR #28 
  tdlrsp_nr_*.* cq  
  sp_001.*   
  frame_*.ex, .tc   
 replace (kjh) run_traj.com cq for SDCR #31 
 reserve (kjh) tdlrsp_pst_*.ex, .tc cq SDCR #30 
 replace (kjh) m_asp_st_*.m dbt finished SDCR #25 
 create (kjh) m_asp_st_*.m dbt Mercury structural test case -- 
models 
 reserve (kjh) m_tdlrsp_st_*.* dbt SDCR #29 
4/5/95 unreserve (kjh) tdlrsp_pst_*.ex,.tc cq no modifications were needed 
(see SDCR #30) 
 reserve (kjh) asp_pst_*.tc,.ex cq for SDCR #26 
 fetch (kjh) asp.m cq for SDCR #26 -- to regenerate 
test cases 
 reserve (kjh) gp_pst_*.tc,.ex cq for SDCR #26 
 fetch (kjh) gp.m cq for SDCR #26 -- for 
regeneration of test cases 
  asp.m dbt to verify structural test cases 
  gp.m   
  aeclp.m   
  reclp.m   
  cp.for   
  m_asp_st_*.*   
  m_aeclp_st*.*   
  m_gp_st*.*   
  m_reclp_st*.*   
  m_cp_st*.*   
 reserve (kjh) tdlrsp_ro_*.tc,.ex cq for SDCR #28 
 replace (kjh) tdlrsp.m cq for SDCR #28 
  tdlrsp_nr_*.*   
  tdlrsp_ro_*.*   
  sp_001.*   
  frame_*.*   
 fetch (kjh) tdlrsp.m dbt to verify structural test cases 
4/5/95 fetch (kjh) m_tdlrsp_st_*.* dbt to verify structural test cases 
 replace (kjh) gp_pst_*.tc,.ex cq for SDCR #26 
  asp_pst_*.tc,.ex   
 reserve (kjh) gp_pst_018.* cq for SDCR #26 
 replace (kjh) gp_pst_018.* cq for SDCR #26 
4/6/95 replace (kjh) m_tdlrsp_st_*.* dbt for SDCR #29 
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
 unreserve (kjh) gp_nr_053.ex1 kjh nonexistent test case 
  tdlrsp_nr_006.*   
 remove element 
(kjh) 
tdlrsp_nr_006.* from 
normal 
kjh not a valid test case 
  gp_nr_053.ex1 from 
normal 
  
 fetch (kjh) aeclp_nr_*.* dbt for functional unit testing 
  aeclp_ro_*.*   
  arsp_nr_*.*   
  arsp_ro_*.*   
  asp_nr_*.*   
  asp_ro_*.*   
  cp_nr_*.*   
  crcp_nr_*.*   
  crcp_ro_*.*   
  gp_nr_*.*   
  gp_ro_*.*   
  gsp_nr_*.*   
  gsp_ro_*.*   
  reclp_nr_*.*   
  reclp_ro_*.*   
  tdlrsp_nr_*.*   
  tdlrsp_ro_*.*   
  tdsp_nr_*.*   
  tdsp_ro_*.*   
  tsp_nr_*.*   
  tsp_ro_*.*   
  compare_external.for cq for functional unit testing 
  compare_guidance.for   
  compare_sensor.for   
  ex_cp.for   
  read_tc.for   
  read_ex.for   
  p_tc_driver.com   
  p_test_*.for   
  p_lnk*.com   
  asp_nr_*.*   
  asp_ro_*.*   
  arsp_nr_*.*   
  arsp_ro_*.*   
  gsp_nr_*.*   
  gsp_ro_*.*   
  tsp_nr_*.*   
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
  tsp_ro_*.*   
  tdsp_nr_*.*   
  tdsp_ro_*.*   
  tdlrsp_nr_*.*   
  tdlrsp_ro_*.*   
  compare_runparam.for   
 create element 
(kjh) 
commons.for_inc cq utility file for requirements-
based testing 
  struct.for_inc   
4/6/95 fetch (kjh) *.for_inc cq for functional unit testing 
  clp_*.* dbt for subframe testing 
  sp_001.*   
  gpsf_gpsf_*.*   
4/7/95 fetch (kjh) frame_*.* dbt for frame testing 
  traj_*.* dbt for trajectory testing 
  gp_nr_*.* cq for functional unit testing 
  gp_ro_*.*   
  aeclp_nr_*.*   
  aeclp_ro_*.*   
  reclp_nr_*.*   
  reclp_ro_*.*   
  crcp_nr_*.*   
  crcp_ro_*.*   
  cp_nr_*.*   
  p_lnk*.com   
  p_test_*.for   
  p_lnk*.com cq to check link files for debug 
statements 
 reserve (kjh) p_lnkcrcp.com cq for SDCR #32 
  p_lnkreclp.com   
  p_lnkcp.com   
 fetch (kjh) m_aeclp_st*.* dbt for Mercury structural testing 
  m_asp_st_*.*   
  m_reclp_st*.*   
  m_gp_st*.*   
  m_tdlrsp_st*.*   
 replace (kjh) p_lnk*.com  cq for SDCR #32 
 fetch (kjh) p_lnkcrcp.com cq for Pluto functional unit testing 
  p_lnkreclp.com   
  p_lnkcp.com   
  sp_001.*  for Pluto subframe testing 
  gpsf_*.*   
  clp_*.*   
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
  frame_*.*  for Pluto frame testing 
  p_test_sp.for  for Pluto subframe testing 
  p_test_gpsf.for   
  p_test_clp.for   
  p_test_frame.for  for Pluto frame testing 
  p_sp_driver.com  for Pluto subframe testing 
  p_clp_driver.com   
  p_gpsf_driver.com   
  p_lnksp.com   
  p_lnkgpsf.com   
  p_lnkclp.com   
  p_lnkframe.com  for Pluto frame testing 
  ex_cp.for  for Pluto subframe testing 
  p_test_gpsf.for   
  p_frame_driver.com  for pluto frame testing 
  p_gpsf_driver.com  for Pluto subframe testing 
 reserve (kjh) p_gpsf_driver.com cq for SDCR #33 
  p_clp_driver.com   
 replace (kjh) p_gpsf_driver.com cq for SDCR #33 
  p_clp_driver.com   
 fetch (kjh) p_gpsf_driver.com cq for Pluto subframe testing 
  p_clp_driver.com   
  traj_*.* cq for Pluto trajectory testing 
  traj.com   
4/7/95 fetch (kjh) run_traj.com cq for Pluto trajectory testing 
4/10/95 fetch (kjh) asp_pst_*.* cq to verify that these test cases 
are necessary given changes to 
Pluto ASP module 
 reserve (kjh) m_asp_st_004, 005, 
006.* 
dbt for SDCR #34 
  m_run_traj.com dbt for SDCR #35 
 replace (kjh) m_asp_st_004, 005, 
006.* 
dbt for SDCR #34 
  m_run_traj.com dbt for SDCR #35 
 fetch (kjh) m_run_traj.com dbt to rerun Mercury trajectory 
tests 
  m_asp_st_*.* dbt to rerun Mercury structural test 
cases for ASP 
 reserve (kjh) asp_pst_002.* cq for SDCR #36 
 replace (kjh) asp_pst_002.* cq for SDCR #36 
 fetch (kjh) asp_pst_*.* cq for Pluto structural testing 
  gp_pst_*.*   
  aeclp_pst_*.*   
  reclp_pst_*.*   
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LIBRARY:   DISK$HOKIE:[GCS.CMS.VER_CASES]   
DATE ACTION NAME Requester 
(initials) 
Remarks 
  p_lnkasp.com   
  p_lnkgp.com   
  p_lnkaeclp.com   
  p_lnkreclp.com   
  p_test_asp.for   
  p_test_gp.for   
  p_test_aeclp.for   
  p_test_reclp.for   
  compare_external.for   
  compare_guidance.for   
  compare_runparam.for   
  compare_sensor.for   
  ex_cp.for   
  read_tc.for   
  p_tc_driver.com   
  read_ex.for   
 delete element 
(kjh) 
gp_nr_053.ex1 cq for SDCR #37 
  tdlrsp_nr_006.ex,.tc   
 remove element 
(kjh) 
tdlrsp_pst_*.* from 
pluto 
kjh test cases no longer needed 
 delete element 
(kjh) 
tdlrsp_pst_*.* cq for SDCR #37 
4/14/95 copy element 
(kjh) 
run_traj.com to 
p_run_traj.com 
cq nee to make this file Pluto 
specific 
  traj.com to p_traj.com   
 reserve (kjh) p_run_traj.com cq for SDCR #38 
 replace (kjh) p_run_traj.com cq for SDCR #38 
 create element 
(kjh) 
p_build.com cq for Pluto trajectory testing 
  m_build.com dbt for Mercury trajectory testing 
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D.1  Introduction 
As described in the Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics RTCA/DO-178B 
guidelines, "Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification," (ref. 
D.1)  the Software Quality Assurance (SQA) process provides evidence that the software life 
cycle processes satisfy their objectives and that the resultant software conforms to its 
requirements.  The primary means that SQA provides this evidence is by assuring that the 
software life cycle processes are performed in compliance with the approved software plans and 
standards.  The Software Quality Assurance Records for the GCS project consist of the reports 
from reviews that are held during each of the development processes and the status logs for all of 
the change reports for the project’s life cycle data.   
An SQA report was produced at the closure of each development process for each of the two 
GCS implementations, Mercury and Pluto. The basic form of all the reports is an introduction 
followed by the overview of the review sessions and a listing of any problem reports that are 
issued.  Each report documents the SQA approval for a particular stage of the implementation's 
development and contains an acceptance statement signed by the SQA representative as part of 
the report. 
For each of the GCS implementations, the following reports are included in this document:  
Preliminary Design Review Report, Design Review Report, and Test Completion Report for 
Integration.  There is also a Test Readiness Review Report for Requirements-based Testing that 
was conducted at the start of the integration process.  Because only one set of requirements-based 
test cases was developed for the project, the review of those cases was not implementation 
specific. 
The status logs for all of the change reports for the project’s life cycle data were handwritten 
and have been copied and appended to this document. 
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D.2  Software Quality Assurance Records for Mercury 
 
Software Quality Assurance Records 
 
Record Type:  Preliminary Design Review Report Closure Date: 5/31/94 
GCS Implementation:  Mercury 
Relevant Configuration Items: 
Design Description for Mercury 
Software Verification Procedures (for Design Reviews), Design Review Checklist, Requirements 
Traceability Matrix 
Notes: 
Overview Meeting held on 12/2/93 
6 Review Sessions held 12/7/93-12/10/93 
Participants:  Kelly Hayhurst (SQA representative/Moderator) 
Debbie Taylor (Verification Analyst/Recorder, Inspector) 
Andy Boney (Programmer/Reader, Inspector) 
Bernice Becher (System Analyst/Inspector) 
 
The design description has many substantial problems -- and they were recorded on 13 Problem Reports:  
PRs # 1-13.  
 
Due to the significant problems identified in these review sessions, another design review should be 
scheduled to re-inspect the entire design description.   
 
Further, PR #14 was also issued as the result of a change to the GCS specification (Spec mod 2.3-2) and 
was completed and approved. 
All problem reports (#1 - 13) were completed and approved by the SQA representative.  This report only 
signifies the closure of what will now be called the preliminary design review phase.  (That is, this report 
does not signify the completion of the design process.)  The design is now ready for the next Design 
Review sessions. 
Problem Reports:  #1 - 13, #14 
SQA representative signature       Original Signed by Kelly Hayhurst 
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Software Quality Assurance Records 
 
Record Type:  Design Review Report Closure Date:  8/30/94 
GCS Implementation:  Mercury 
Relevant Configuration Items: 
Design Description for Mercury 
Software Verification Procedures (for Design Reviews), Design Review Checklist, Requirements 
Traceability Matrix 
Notes: 
Overview Meeting held on 6/3/94 
2 Review Sessions held 6/29/94 
Participants:  Kelly Hayhurst (SQA representative/Moderator) 
Debbie Taylor (Verification Analyst/Recorder, Inspector) 
Andy Boney (Programmer/Reader, Inspector) 
Bernice Becher (System Analyst/Inspector) 
 
An informal review of the design was conducted by the System Analyst prior to the review sessions.  
The System Analyst initiated Problem Report #15 to address some problems in the high-level structure 
charts in the design, because she thought the review of the design would be easier if the corrections were 
made prior to the actual inspection sessions.  PR #15 was completed and approved prior to the review 
sessions.    
A number of problems were identified in the review sessions -- and they were recorded on 7 Problem 
Reports:  PRs # 16 - 22.  
 
Further, PR #23 was also issued as the result of a change to the GCS specification (Spec mod 2.3-4) and 
was completed and approved.   
 
All problem reports (#16 - 22) were completed and approved by the SQA representative.   
 
This report signifies the closure of the design process for Mercury. 
The design is now ready for the code process. 
Problem Reports:  #15, #16 - 22, #23 
SQA representative signature       Original Signed by Kelly Hayhurst 
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Software Quality Assurance Records 
 
Record Type:  Code Review Report Closure Date: 
12/10/94 
GCS Implementation:  Mercury 
Relevant Configuration Items: 
Source Code for Mercury 
Software Verification Procedures (for Code Reviews), Code Review Checklist, Requirements 
Traceability Matrix 
Notes: 
Overview Meeting held on 10/4/94 
2 Review Sessions held 10/19/94 
Participants:  Kelly Hayhurst (SQA representative/Moderator) 
Debbie Taylor (Verification Analyst/Recorder, Inspector) 
Andy Boney (Programmer/Reader, Inspector) 
Bernice Becher (System Analyst/Inspector) 
 
During the development of the source code, the programmer identified a problem in the design 
description.  The programmer initiated Problem Report #24.  PR #24 was completed and approved by 
the SQA representative prior to submitting the code for review.    
A number of problems were identified in the review sessions -- and they were recorded on 2 Problem 
Reports:  PRs # 25 - 26.  
 
All problem reports (#25-26) were completed and approved by the SQA representative.   
 
This report signifies the closure of the code process for Mercury. 
The source code is now ready for the integration process. 
Problem Reports:  #24, #25 - 26 
SQA representative signature       Original Signed by Kelly Hayhurst 
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Software Quality Assurance Records 
 
Record Type:  Test Completion Report for the Integration Process Closure Date:  4/15/95 
GCS Implementation:  Mercury 
Relevant Configuration Items: 
Requirements-based Test Cases and Requirements Traceability Matrix 
Multiple Condition/Decision Coverage Tables for all Mercury Source Code, Structure diagrams of 
the source code, Structure-based Test Cases 
Software Verification Procedures 
Notes: 
The requirements-based testing started on December 14, 1994. 
In response to Spec mod # 2.3-6, the programmer initiated PR #27.  PR #27 was completed and 
approved.   
PR #28 was issued as a result of functional unit testing.   
PR #29 was initiated by the verification analyst, but determined to not be a problem. 
PR #30 was initiated and completed in response to Spec mod #2.3-7 
Trajectory testing (with complete regression testing of all requirements-based test cases) was 
completed on 4/7/95. 
 
Several informal reviews of the structure-based test cases were held.  Final review and approval of 
Structure-based test cases was 4/6/95 
Participants:  Kelly Hayhurst (SQA representative) 
Debbie Taylor (Verification Analyst) 
 
During structure-based testing, a problem was found in some of the test cases and SDCR #34 was issued 
and completed to correct those test cases. 
No problems were found in the Mercury code during structure-based testing.   
All Integration was completed 4/10/95. 
 
All problem reports (#27-30) were completed and approved by the SQA representative.   
This report signifies the closure of the integration process for Mercury. 
Problem Reports:  #27 - #30 
SQA representative signature       Original Signed by Kelly Hayhurst 
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D.3  Software Quality Assurance Records for Pluto 
 
Software Quality Assurance Records 
 
Record Type:  Preliminary Design Review Report Closure Date:  6/29/94 
GCS Implementation:  Pluto 
Relevant Configuration Items: 
Design Description for Pluto 
Software Verification Procedures (for Design Reviews), Design Review Checklist, Requirements 
Traceability Matrix 
Notes: 
Overview Meeting held on 8/26/93 
9 Review Sessions held 9/16/93 - 10/15/93 
Participants:  Kelly Hayhurst (SQA representative/Moderator) 
Rob Angellatta (Verification Analyst/Recorder, Inspector) 
Paul Carter (Programmer/Reader, Inspector) 
Bernice Becher (System Analyst/Inspector) 
The Software Development Standards state that the design should be “balanced” within the teamwork 
tool prior to submitting the design for review.  However, the design as presented for the review was not 
balanced.  The review team decided to proceed with the review.   
Many substantial problems were identified in the design description -- and they were recorded on 13 
Problem Reports:  PRs # 1-13.  
 
Due to the significant problems identified in these review sessions, another design review should be 
scheduled to re-inspect the entire design description.   
 
Further, PR #14 was also issued as the result of a change to the GCS specification (Spec mod 2.3-2) and 
was completed and approved.  The design is now ready for the next Design Review sessions. 
 
This report only signifies the closure of what will now be called the preliminary design review phase.  
All problem reports (#1 - 14) were completed and approved by the SQA representative.   
The design description is now ready to proceed to the next Design Review sessions. 
Problem Reports:  #1 - 13, #14 
SQA representative signature       Original Signed by Kelly Hayhurst 
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Software Quality Assurance Records 
 
Record Type:  Design Review Report Closure Date:  8/26/94 
GCS Implementation:  Pluto 
Relevant Configuration Items: 
Design Description for Pluto 
Software Verification Procedures (for Design Reviews), Design Review Checklist, Requirements 
Traceability Matrix 
Notes: 
2 Review Sessions held 7/13/94 
Participants:  Kelly Hayhurst (SQA representative/Moderator) 
Patrick Quach (Verification Analyst/Recorder, Inspector) 
Rob Angellatta (Programmer/Reader, Inspector) 
Bernice Becher (System Analyst/Inspector) 
 
Some problems were identified in the review sessions -- and they were recorded on 5 Problem Reports:  
PRs # 15 - 19.  
 
 
All problem reports (#15 - 19) were completed and approved by the SQA representative.   
 
This report signifies the closure of the design process for Pluto. 
The design is now ready for the code process. 
Problem Reports:  #15 - 19 
SQA representative signature       Original Signed by Kelly Hayhurst 
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Software Quality Assurance Records 
 
Record Type:  Code Review Report Closure Date:  12/5/94 
GCS Implementation:   Pluto 
Relevant Configuration Items: 
Source Code for Pluto 
Software Verification Procedures (for Code Reviews), Code Review Checklist, Requirements 
Traceability Matrix 
Notes: 
Overview Meeting held on 10/26/94 
2 Review Sessions held 11/16/94 
Participants:  Kelly Hayhurst (SQA representative/Moderator) 
Patrick Quach (Verification Analyst/Recorder, Inspector) 
Philip Morris (Programmer/Reader, Inspector) 
Bernice Becher (System Analyst/Inspector) 
 
During the development of the source code, Spec mod #2.3-4 was issued.  The programmer initiated PR 
#20 in response to the requirements change.  PR #20 was completed and approved prior to submitting 
the code for review.    
 
A number of problems were identified in the review sessions -- and they were recorded on 3 Problem 
Reports:  PRs # 21 - 23.  
 
All problem reports (#20 - 23) were completed and approved by the SQA representative.   
 
This report signifies the closure of the code process for Pluto. 
The Pluto source code is now ready for the integration process. 
Problem Reports:  #20, #21 - 23 
SQA representative signature       Original Signed by Kelly Hayhurst 
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Software Quality Assurance Records 
 
Record Type:  Test Completion Report for the Integration Process Closure Date: 4/15/95 
GCS Implementation:  Pluto 
Relevant Configuration Items: 
Requirements-based Test Cases and Requirements Traceability Matrix 
Multiple Condition/Decision Coverage Tables for all Mercury Source Code, Structure diagrams of 
the source code, Structure-based Test Cases 
Software Verification Procedures (for Testing) 
Notes: 
The requirements-based testing started on January 4, 1994. 
PRs #24 and #25 were issued as a result of functional unit testing.   
PR #26 was issued as a result of frame testing. 
PR #27 was issued as a result of trajectory testing 
Trajectory testing (with complete regression testing of all requirements-based test cases) was 
completed on 4/7/95. 
 
Final review and approval of Structure-based test cases for Pluto was 4/10/95 
Participants:  Kelly Hayhurst (SQA representative) 
Patrick Quach (Verification Analyst) 
 
No problems were found in the Pluto code during structure-based testing.   
All Integration testing was completed 4/11/95. 
 
All problem reports (#24 - 27) were completed and approved by the SQA representative.   
 
This report signifies the closure of the integration process for Pluto. 
Problem Reports:  #24 - 27 
SQA representative signature       Original Signed by Kelly Hayhurst 
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D.4  Software Quality Assurance Record for Test Readiness Review for 
Requirements-based Testing 
 
 
Software Quality Assurance Records 
 
Record Type:  Test Readiness Review for Requirements-based Testing Closure Date: 12/14/95 
GCS Implementation:  N/A 
Relevant Configuration Items: 
Requirements-based Test Cases and Requirements Traceability Matrix 
 
Software Verification Procedures (for Testing) 
Notes: 
Review of the Requirements-based test cases was held 12/14/94 
Participants:  Kelly Hayhurst (SQA representative) 
Patrick Quach (Verification Analyst) 
Debbie Taylor (Verification Analyst) 
 
 
The Requirements Traceability Matrix was completed -- all requirements identified in the matrix 
were covered by at least one test case. 
 
No problems were found in the requirements-based test cases.   
 
 
This report signifies that the requirements for requirements-based testing as described in the Software 
Verification Plan have been satisfied.  The executable object code for each of the GCS implementations 
can now be tested. 
Problem Reports: None 
SQA representative signature       Original Signed by Kelly Hayhurst 
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D.5  Status Logs for Problem Reports 
 
Problem Reports Assigned for Action 
Implementation:  Mercury 
 
PR # Date 
Assigned 
Assigned to: Date Received 
(by Project 
Leader) 
Date 
Approved 
(by SQA) 
# of 
Action 
Reports 
Comments 
1 12/20/93 Andy Boney -- Prog 1/4/94 1.14.94 1 To SQA 1/6/94 
2 1/18/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 1/24/94 1/27/94 1 To SQA 1/24/94 
3 1/27/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 2/9/94 2/15/94 1 To SQA 2/11/94 
4 2/15/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 3/7/94 3/8/94 1  
5 3/17/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 3/24/94 3/24/94 1 signed by kjh for SQA 
6 3/24/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 3/29/94 3/30/94 1 signed by kjh for SQA 
7 3/30/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 4/20/94 4/20/94 1 GP 
8 4/20/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 4/22/94 4/22/94 1 AECLP 
9 4/22/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 4/26/94 4/28/94 1 RECLP 
10 4/28/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 5/6/94 5/6/94 1 CP 
11 5/6/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 5/12/94 5/12/94 1 Data Dictionary 
12 5/12/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 5/16/94 5/17/94 1 Misc. typos, etc. 
13 5/19/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 5/31/94 5/31/94 1 PATs 
14 5/31/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 5/31/94 5/31/94 1 Scheduling -- Spec 
Mod 2.3-2 
15 6/17/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 6/22/94 6/22/94 1 High Level/PATs 
16 6/30/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 7/6/94 7/7/94 1 High Level/PATs 
17 7/7/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 7/20/94 7/20/94 1 SP 
18 7/20/94 Andy Boney -- Prog  7/25/94 1 GP *signed off by 
Bernice Becher 
19 7/26/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 8/3/94 8/3/94 1 RECLP, AECLP, CLP 
20 8/3/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 8/12/94 8/15/94 1 CP 
21 8/15/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 8/18/94 8/18/94 1 Limit Checking 
22 8/18/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 8/23/94 8/23/94 1 Intro & Misc. 
23 8/25/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 8/29/94 8/30/94 1 Spec Mod 
24 9/15/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 9/19/94 9/19/94 1 Minor updates to 
design due to coding 
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Problem Reports Assigned for Action 
 
Implementation:  Mercury 
 
PR # Date 
Assigned 
Assigned to: Date 
Received (by 
Project 
Leader) 
Date 
Approved 
(by SQA) 
# of 
Action 
Reports 
Comments 
25 10/20/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 12/2/94 12/2/94 2 Misc. stuff from the 
Code Review 
26 12/6/94 Andy Boney -- Prog. 12/10/94 12/10/94 1 Misc. problems found 
from Code Review 
27 12/22/94 Andy Boney -- Prog 12/23/94 12/27/94 1 Spec Mod 2.3-6 
28 2/7/95 Andy Boney -- Prog 2/13/95 2/13/95 1 GP problems 
29 3/14/95 Andy Boney -- Prog 3/15/95 3/15/95 0 Thought there was 
dead code in RECLP -- 
not true 
30 3/17/95 Andy Boney -- Prog 3/23/95 3/24/95 1 Spec Mod 2.3-7 
31 4/28/95 Andy Boney -- Prog 5/2/95 5/2/95 1 Misc/minor clean up 
Technical editing 
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Problem Reports Assigned for Action 
 
Implementation:  Pluto 
 
PR # Date 
Assigned 
Assigned to: Date 
Received (by 
Project 
Leader) 
Date 
Approved 
(by SQA) 
# of 
Action 
Reports 
Comments 
1.0 10/28/93 Paul Carter -- Prog 12/21/93 1/14/94 1 To SQA 1/11/94 
2.0 1/21/94 Paul Carter -- Prog 2/11/94 2/15/94 1 To SQA 2/11/94 
3.0 4/11/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 4/19/94 4/20/94 1 To SQA 4/19/94 
4.0 4/20/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 4/29/94 5/2/94 1 ARSP 
5.0 5/2/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 5/2/94 5/2/94 1 ASP 
6.0 5/2/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 5/4/94 5/4/94 1 GSP 
7.0 5/4/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 5/6/94 5/6/94 1 TDLRSP 
8.0 5/6/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 5/9/94 5/10/94 1 TDSP 
9.0 5/10/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 5/11/94 5/11/94 1 RECLP 
10.0 5/11/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 5/31/94 6/2/94 1 AECLP 
11.0 6/2/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 6/9/94 6/9/94 1 CP 
12.0 6/9/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 6/20/94 6/20/94 1 GP 
13.0 6/21/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 6/27/94 6/28/94 1 High Level Diagrams 
14.0 6/28/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 6/29/94 6/29/94 1 Spec Mod 2.3-2 
15.0 7/18/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 7/21/94 7/21/94 1 SP, P-Specs 1.2, 1.3, 
1.5, 1.7 
16.0 7/21/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 7/22/94 7/22/94 1 CLP, P-Specs 1.8, 3.2, 
3.3, 3.4 
17.0 7/22/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 7.28.94 7.29.94 1 DFDs, Data Dictionary 
18.0 7/29/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 8/2/94 8/2/94 1 GP 
19.0 8/11/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 8/24/94 8/26/94 1 Intro & Syntax clean 
up 
20.0 9/16/94 Rob Angellatta -- Prog 9/16/94 9/16/94 1 Spec Mod 2.3-4 
21.0 11/17/94 Philip Morris -- Prog 11/22/94 11/22/94 1 Design Corrections / 
Code Review 
22.0 11/22/94 Philip Morris -- Prog 11/29/94 11/29/94 1 Design Corrections / 
Code Review 
23.0 11/29/94 Philip Morris -- Prog 12/5/94 12/5/94 1 Code Corrections / 
Code Review 
24.0 1/10/95 Philip Morris -- Prog 1/11/95 1/13/95 1 Unit Test Problems 
25.0 1/13/95 Philip Morris -- Prog 1/13/95 1/13/95 1 CP 
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Problem Reports Assigned for Action 
 
Implementation:  Pluto 
 
PR # Date 
Assigned 
Assigned to: Date 
Received (by 
Project 
Leader) 
Date 
Approved 
(by SQA) 
# of 
Action 
Reports 
Comments 
26.0 2/13/95 Philip Morris -- Prog 2/15/95 2/15/95 1 CLP subframe 
problem 
27.0 3/14/95 Philip Morris -- Prog 3/21/95 3/21/95 1 ASP -- numerical 
accuracy in mean calc. 
28.0 4/6/95 Patrick Quach -- Ver. 
Analyst 
4/6/95 4/6/95 1 compiling problem 
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D.6  Status Logs for Support Documentation Change Reports 
Support Documentation Change Reports Assigned for Action 
 
Configuration Item:  Software Development Standards 
 
SDCR # Date 
Assigned 
Assigned to: Date Received 
(by Project 
Leader 
Date 
Approved 
(by SQA) 
Comments 
1 7/27/93 Kelly Hayhurst 7/27/93  Original report not available 
from Dr. Liceaga 
2 8/30/93 Kelly Hayhurst 8/30/93 8/30/93 okayed by G. Finelli -- 
acting SQA 
3 8/30/93 Kelly Hayhurst   canceled by kjh 
3 1/3/94 Kelly Hayhurst 1/4/94 1/5/94  
4 5/6/94 Kelly Hayhurst 5/12/94 5/12/94 Code Standards 
5 5/16/94 Kelly Hayhurst 5/23/94 5/23/94 change from 3 to 2 
implementations 
6 5/23/94 Kelly Hayhurst 5/24/94 5/24/94 Formal Modifications 
7 5/25/94 Kelly Hayhurst 5/25/94 5/25/94 Design Standards 
8 5/25/94 Kelly Hayhurst 5/25/94 5/25/94 Bolding of spec 
9 5/25/94 Kelly Hayhurst 5/25/94 5/25/94 More code standards 
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Support Documentation Change Reports Assigned for Action 
 
Configuration Item:  Software Configuration Management Plan 
 
SDCR # Date 
Assigned 
Assigned to: Date Received 
(by Project 
Leader 
Date 
Approved 
(by SQA) 
Comments 
1 8/31/93 Laura Smith 8/31/93 9/1/93  
2 5/18/94 Laura Smith 5/18/94 5/18/94 change from 3 to 2 
implementations 
3 5/18/94 Laura Smith 5/19/94 5/19/94 change from transitional 
code phase to just code 
phase 
4 5/19/94 Laura Smith 5/19/94 5/20/94 Misc/minor changes to 
process 
5 12/19/94 Laura Smith 12/22/94 12/22/94 Problem Reporting 
procedures 
6 1/25/95 Laura Smith 1/26/95 2/24/95 Misc/technical editing 
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Support Documentation Change Reports Assigned for Action 
 
Configuration Item:  Software Verification Plan 
 
SDCR # Date 
Assigned 
Assigned to: Date Received 
(by Project 
Leader 
Date 
Approved 
(by SQA) 
Comments 
1 7/27/93 Sandra Koppen 7/27/93 7/27/93 change to design review 
checklist 
2 7/29/93 Sandra Koppen 7/29/93 7/29/93 change to design review 
checklist 
3 8/6/93 Debbie Taylor 8/6/93 8/6/93 moderator duties -- okayed 
by G. Finelli -- acting SQA 
4 9/9/93 Debbie Taylor 9/21/93 9/21/93 change in SQA role -- 
okayed by G. Finelli 
5 12/28/93 Debbie Taylor 1/7/94 3/14/94 sent to SQA 3/4/94 
6 3/17/94 Debbie Taylor, Patrick 
Quach 
5/2/94 5/2/94 changes to review 
procedures 
7 5/31/94 Patrick Quach 8/8/94 8/8/94 add table of contents, revise 
testing activities 
8 12/6/94 Debbie Taylor, Patrick 
Quach 
12/8/94 12/8/94 make consistent with Cases 
& Procedures 
9 4/19/95 Patrick Quach 5/25/95 9/13/95 Technical editing 
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Support Documentation Change Reports Assigned for Action 
 
Configuration Item:  Software Verification Cases & Procedures 
 
SDCR # Date 
Assigned 
Assigned to: Date Received 
(by Project 
Leader 
Date 
Approved 
(by SQA) 
Comments 
1 12/8/94 Patrick Quach 12/12/94 12/13/94 changes resulting from test 
readiness review 
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Support Documentation Change Reports Assigned for Action 
 
Configuration Item:  Software Verification Cases (test cases, models, drivers, etc.) 
 
SDCR # Date 
Assigned 
Assigned to: Date Received 
(by Project 
Leader 
Date 
Approved 
(by SQA) 
Comments 
1 8/25/94 Debbie Taylor 8/30/94 8/30/94 AECLP expected value files 
2 8/25/94 Debbie Taylor 8/30/94 8/30/94 CRCP expected value files 
3 9/12/94 Debbie Taylor 9/15/94 9/15/94 changing GP test cases & 
expected results 
4 9/21/94 Debbie Taylor 12/2/94 12/2/94 Spec Mod 2.3-4  GP 
5 9/21/94 Debbie Taylor 12/2/94 12/2/94 Spec Mod 2.3-4  AECLP 
6 9/21/94 Debbie Taylor 12/2/94 12/2/94 Spec Mod 2.3-4 RECLP 
7 9/21/94 Debbie Taylor 12/2/94 12/2/94 Spec Mod 2.3-4 CRCP 
8 12/22/94 Patrick Quach 12/23/94 12/27/94 CP test cases 
9 12/28/94 Patrick Quach 12/29/94 12/29/94 ASP test cases 
10 1/11/95 Patrick Quach 1/12/95 1/12/95 CP test cases (related to 
SDCR #8) 
11 2/7/95 Patrick Quach, Debbie 
Taylor 
2/8/95 2/8/95 Subframe & Frame Drivers 
12 2/8/95 Patrick Quach 2/9/95 2/10/95 Problem with subframe 
counter 
13 2/11/95 Debbie Taylor 2/14/95 2/14/95 Test case drivers 
14 2/15/95 Patrick Quach 2/16/95 2/16/95 Frame Test Cases 
15 2/23/95 Patrick Quach 2/23/95 2/24/95 GP mathematica models 
16 2/24/95 Debbie Taylor 2/24/95 2/24/95 GP structural test cases 
17 2/24/95 Debbie Taylor 2/24/95 2/24/95 mathematica models 
18 2/27/95 Debbie Taylor 2/27/95 2/27/95 Frame & Subframe 
command files 
19 3/1/95 Debbie Taylor 3/1/95 3/1/95 oversight from SDCR #18 
20 3/2/95 Debbie Taylor 3/2/95 3/2/95 everything from SDCR #18 
still not correct 
21 3/3/95 Patrick Quach 3/6/95 3/6/95 Pluto GP structural test 
cases 
22 3/7/95 Debbie Taylor 3/7/95 3/7/95 problem with driver for 
structural tests 
23 3/10/95 Debbie Taylor 3/10/95 3/10/95 problem with mathematica 
structural test case model 
for TDLRSP 
24 3/15/95 Patrick Quach 3/23/95 3/23/95 Requirements-based test 
cases for Spec Mod 2.3-7 
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Support Documentation Change Reports Assigned for Action 
 
Configuration Item:  Software Verification Cases (test cases, models, drivers, etc.) 
 
SDCR # Date 
Assigned 
Assigned to: Date Received 
(by Project 
Leader 
Date 
Approved 
(by SQA) 
Comments 
25 3/15/95 Debbie Taylor 4/3/95 4/3/95 Mercury structural changes 
for Spec mod 2.3-7 
26 3/15/95 Patrick Quach 4/5/95 4/5/95 Pluto Structural changes for 
Spec Mod 2.3-7 
27 3/15/95 Debbie Taylor 3/16/95 3/16/95 Problems with Mercury 
structural test cases RECLP 
28 4/3/95 Patrick Quach 4/5/95 4/5/95 TDLRSP -- model & all 
functional unit tests 
(TDLRSP, SP, Frame) 
29 4/3/95 Debbie Taylor 4/6/95 4/6/95 Mercury structural test cases 
for TDLRSP 
30 4/3/95 Patrick Quach 4/5/95 4/5/95 Pluto structural test cases 
for TDLRSP 
31 4/3/95 Patrick Quach 4/3/95 4/3/95 fix simulator support file 
32 4/7/95 Patrick Quach 4/7/95 4/7/95 remove debug statements 
from some Pluto link files 
33 4/7/95 Patrick Quach 4/7/95 4/7/95  
34 4/10/95 Debbie Taylor 4/10/95 4/10/95 wrong model used to 
generate Mercury structural 
test cases (see SDCR #25) 
35 4/10/95 Debbie Taylor 4/10/95 4/10/95 updated driver for trajectory 
testing 
36 4/10/95 Patrick Quach 4/10/95 4/10/95 Pluto structural test for ASP 
37 4/10/95 Patrick Quach 4/10/95 4/10/95 remove useless files 
38 4/14/95 Patrick Quach 4/14/95 4/14/95 renamed a trajectory run file 
to be Pluto specific (to be 
consistent with Mercury) 
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 Support Documentation Change Reports Assigned for Action 
 
Configuration Item:  GCS Specification 
 
Note:  Version 2.2 of the GCS specification was the original version placed under configuration control.  
Changes 2.2-1 through 2.2-26 were made using a system of Formal Modifications prior to the 
project’s adoption of the Support Documentation Change Reporting system.  Copies of Formal 
Mods 2.2-1 through 2.2-26 are shown in the Support Documentation Change Reports document; 
however, there was not log for those reports. 
 
SDCR # Date 
Assigned 
Assigned to: Date Received 
(by Project 
Leader 
Date 
Approved 
(by SQA) 
Comments 
2.2-27 12/23/93 Bernice Becher 1/10/94 1/13/94 clarify Runge-Kutte method 
2.2-28 1/19/94 Bernice Becher 1/26/94 2/15/94 clarify upper & lower limit 
exceeded requirements 
2.2-29 2/15/94 Bernice Becher 3/15/94 3/16/94 lots of misc. changes 
2.3-1 5/10/94 Bernice Becher 5/12/94 5/13/94 Misc. intro changes 
2.3-2 5/13/94 Bernice Becher 5/19/94 5/19/94 Scheduling 
2.3-3 5/25/94 Bernice Becher 6/8/94 6/9/94 Limit Checking 
2.3-4 8/19/94 Bernice Becher 8/23/94 8/24/94 change to standard deviation 
formula & misc. 
2.3-5 9/12/94 Bernice Becher 9/22/94 9/23/94 lots of misc. 
2.3-6 11/22/94 Bernice Becher 12/21/94 12/21/94 change in preface + change 
CP for checksum 
2.3-7 1/26/95 Bernice Becher 3/15/95 3/15/95 Pluto PR#27, ASP, GP 
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Appendix E:  Problem Reports for the Pluto Implementation of the 
Guidance and Control Software Project 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This document was produced as part of Guidance and Control Software (GCS) Project conducted at 
NASA Langley Research Center.  Although some of the requirements for the Guidance and Control 
Software application were derived from the NASA Viking Mission to Mars, this document does not 
contain data from an actual NASA mission. 
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Problem Report Continuation
page-L of-L
a. Report II:
5
b. Notes/f:xptanatlol1 (Please reference appropriate section number):
3) In reference to the followlng:
at = ATMOSPHERIC TEMP
Shortening the variable name makes the subsequent equallon less obvious.
1) Notallon used for the pseudo-code which calculates the standard deviation Is very confllsln~and can
be misinterpreted.
5) In reference to the notallon describing axIs alllgnment:
accel.* = ALPIIA_MATRIX.*.* * accel.*
The required matrix mulllpllcallon Is not apparent from the notallon.
6) In reference to status check of previous STATUS values:
if [A_STATUS.*. [all 1 .. 3) ...
1l Is not clear which variable Is being tested.
E-54
GCS Action H.eport
page I oJ 1
I. AR#:
5.1
2. Planct:
Pluto
.~. Datl' of Action:
Mav 2, 1994
5. Artifact Identification:
X Desi~n Description
Sourer Code
Execlltahle Ohject Code
6. Description of Action
Support Documentation
Othcr
Configur:ltionltcm:
Fluto Design Description
P-Spec 2.3 ASP
1) Since this is really a design and not code, all references to vari-
able types have been removed from P-Spec 2.3. Local data elements are
referenced where necessary; their types must be determined during the
implementation process.
2) All data elements previously reference using the ambiguous syntax
".*" have been modifi~d as necessary to reference specific array ele-
ments. The "rotate variables" algorithm has been replaced and now
explicitly describes the concept of "shifting."
3) The design has been modified such that the data element ATMOS-
PHERIC TEMP is not renamed to "at." .
4) The algorithm for specifying the standard deviation operation has
been modified in an~ eff9rt to reduce ambiguity.
Iq\,\ ;/ )/1"
5) A statement has been added to the design explicitly noting the matrix
multiplication.
6) The cited statement has been modified to explicitly reference the
array entries of the data element A_STATUS.
7. Was the action related to anothcr aClion(s)? Yes ARtI(s)
X No
Do not know
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E-69
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E-75
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E-77
E-78
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GCS Action Report
page lof 1
I. AR#:
14.1
2. Planet:
Pluto
3. JJale of ,\clion:
June 28. 1994
4. Rc:-;pondent & Role:
Angellatta, R.K. Prcgrammer
5. Artifacl Identification:
X Design Description
Source Code
Executahle Ohject Code
6. Description of Action
Support Documentation
Other
Configuralion Itcm:
Pluto Design Description
ARSP and TDLRSP
Fonnal Modification 2.3-2 changed the functional unit scheduling algorithm. This has a direct impact
upon the processes ARSP and TDLRSP, which had been modified prior to the issuance of Fonnal Modifica-
tion 2.3-2.
Changes to ARSP.
All references to "odd" and "even" frames and "nonnal" and "alternate" processing have been removed
from the P-Spec. TIle control statement which fonnerly detennined "nonnal" and "alternate" processing has
also been removed from the P-Spec. The algorithm for computing the current altitude by fitting a polynomial
to the four previously computed values for the altitude had been optimized to use only two of the previous
values. This algorithm has been modified to use all four previous values. A few minor syntax chanages were
made in order to make the syntax of this P-Spec consistent with more recently edited P-Specs.
Changes to TDLRSP.
All references to "odd" and "even" frames and "nonnal" and "nlternate" processing have been removed
from the P-Spec. The control statement which fonnedy detennined "nonnal" and "alternate" processing has
also been removed from the P-Spec.
7. Was the action related to another action(s)? Yes AR#(s)
X No
Do not know
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GCS Action Report
I 1. AR ,,: 12. Planet:
28.1 Pluto
S. Artifact Identification:
_ Design Description
-2L Source Code
Exceutablc Object Code
6. Description of Action
1
3. Date of Action:
Apr. 6, 1995
Support Documelllntioll
Olhcr
nal!c I of I
1
4. Respondent & Role:
Tester/Quach
Configuration Item:
All pluto source code filcs
~
I
•I
t
.
The following actions were taken to correct inaccuracies and deficiencies in the Pluto code PFrtaining to
problem report #28.
All Pluto source code files have been retrieved again from the SUN system where they are deposited
by the programmer before transfering into CMS on the VAX system. The following File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) command was used to get the files:
mget "'.for
The FTP session was initiated on the VAX using its default FTP settings. The following files were transfered
to a VAX directory:
AECLP.FOR
ARSP.fOR
ASP.FOR
CLPSf.FOR
CONSTANTS. fOR
CP.FOR
CRCP.FOR
EXTERNAL.FOR
GP.FOR
GPSF.FOR
GSP.FOR
GUIDANCE_STATE.FOR
PLUTO.FOR
RECLP.fOR
RUN PARAMETERS.FOR
SENSOR_OUTPUT.FOR
SPSF.FOR
TDLRSP.FOR
TDSP.FOR
TSP.FOR
UTILlTY.FOR
7. Was thc action related to another nction(s)'! _ Yes ARH(s)
.1L No
I don't know
E-136
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Appendix F:  Support Documentation Change Reports for the Guidance 
and Control Software Project 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This document was produced as part of Guidance and Control Software (GCS) Project conducted at 
NASA Langley Research Center.  Although some of the requirements for the Guidance and Control 
Software application were derived from the NASA Viking Mission to Mars, this document does not 
contain data from an actual NASA mission. 
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